౷֖ͼΦαȜΏοϋȆΏΑΞθུ̤̫ͥͅ২
ܥෝ͈ਬୟါ֦̱͈͂̀ှ͈ܥෝ
ȝ ୋ௮ުͅచ̳ͥৗ࿚ຘऔͥ͢ͅଢ଼ ȝ

ȁỹȁࣝȁ
ԅȅ͉̲͛ͅ
߃ා̦࣭͉ͩ́Ȅ౷֖̤̫ͥͅͼΦαȜΏοϋଽॐ݈̳ͥͅ۾ა͈
ಎ́Ȅ·ρΑΗȜ͈ٽැ̦ಕ࿒̯̞ͦ̀ͥȃ̷͈ͦͣଽॐა݈͉Ȅ
໐  ڠ شજ ͅ ͢ ͥȶ  എ · ρ Α Η Ȝ  ଼ ম ު ȷ ͞Ȅ ࠐ फ ॲ ު જ ͅ ͢ ͥ
ȶॲު·ρΑΗȜْࠗȷͅߓఘ̞̯ͥ̀ͦاȃਲြུ͈̤̫ͥͅ౷
֖ଽॐ͉Ȅ࣭ࣣٳอْ̞ࠗ̀̿ͅܖȄȶޭ֚ނਬಎ͈ଵୃȷ͞
ȶఉޭ८߿࣭ാࠁ଼ȷͬΑυȜ΄ϋͅૺ̧̹͛ͣͦ̀ȃ̭ͦͅచ̱
̀Ȅ·ρΑΗȜ͈ࠁ଼ͬ࿒എ̳͂ͥଽॐ͉Ȅౙ̈́ͥॲު͈౷༷८ͬ
ܑ  ̳ ͥ ͜ ͈ ́ ͉ ̈́ ̩Ȅ ͘ ̹ ਬ ୟ ͈ ι ς Λ Π ͈ ͙ ͬ  ́ ͈ ͜ ͥ ̳ ݥ
͜ ̈́ ̞ ૧ ̱ ̞ ౷ ֖ ଽ ॐ ͒ ͈ ഢ ۟ ͬ  ࢜ ̱ ̀ ̞ ͥ ͜ ͈ ͂ ၑ ٜ ́ ̧ ͥȃ
ȁ̱̥̱Ȅ࡛ం̱̞̀ͥ·ρΑΗȜ͈ఉ̩͉Ȅଽॐഎͅࠁ଼̯̹͈ͦ́͜
͉̩̈́Ȅॲު͈ুட଼̈́ಿ͈ܴ͈ಎ̥̹͈̜ͣͦ́ͥ͘͜ȃ̹͘Ȅ·
ρΑΗȜ͂ࡤ͊ͦͥॲުਬୟ͈ါ֦͉Ȅॲު̮͂ͅ։̞̈́̽̀ͥ͂ࣉ̢ͣ
ͦͥȃ̱̹̦̽̀Ȅ·ρΑΗȜ͈ࠁ଼ͬଽॐഎͅଔૺ̳̹͉ͥ͛ͅȄ̴͘
ུြ͈ࠁ଼ါ֦ͬॲު̮͂ͅ՜̱̤̩̀ຈါ̦̜ͥȃུࡄ͉ݪȄոષ͈
̠̈́͢࿚ఴփে̥ͣਬୟ͈ࠁ଼ါ֦ͬྶ̥̳̭ͣͥ͂ͬͅ࿒എ̱̞͂̀
ͥȃ
1

2

ີȁআȁაȁ

ཤၘ౷ܑ֖͈ުͬచયͅঔ̱̹ৗ࿚ຘऔ͈ΟȜῊ̞̿ͅܖȄ̴͘
̷͈౷֖̤̫ͥͅॲުਬୟ̦Ȅ·ρΑΗȜ͈ٽැͅഐࣣ̳̥̠̥ͥ̓ͬΞ
ΑΠ̱̹ȃ๊֚എͅ࡞̢͊Ȅॲު·ρΑΗȜ͉͂Ȅࡣങഎ̈́ॲުਬୟ͉͂
։̈́ͤȄඅ͈ॲުͅ௺ܑ̳ͥު̦ޫ౷എͅਬୟ̱̞̥͉̀ͥ͊ͤ́̈́
̩Ȅ̷͈ॲުͬಎ̱̹͂ίρͼΙͿȜϋͅ۾Ⴒ̳ͥॲު̦͂ުॲ׳
൚ڂ౷֖ͅਬୟ̱̞̀ͥેఠͬփྙ̱̞̀ͥȪPorter 1998, ५ॄ 2002ȫȃ
ཤၘ౷֖ࣞͅഽ̈́ਬୟ̦͙ͣͦͥȄ߄௺Ȅܥ٫Ȅ̞͉֓̾̀ͅȄ
̭͈ͦͣॲުͅ۾Ⴒ̳ͥίρͼμȜ͞ࡺ̦ݖຈ̴̱͜౷֖ඤͅਬୟ̱̀
̴̤ͣȄ̱̹̦̽̀Ḙ͈̏ͦͣॲުͬಎ̱̹͂·ρΑΗȜ̦ࠁ଼̯ͦ̀
̞͉ͥ͂࡞̢̞̈́ȃ̱̥̱Ȅ̷̴ͦͣͩ͜ͅ۾Ḙ͈̏ͦͣॲުͅ௺ܑ̳ͥ
ު̷ུ̦͈২ܥෝͬ౷֖֊ͅٸഢ̱̠̱̞͈͉͂̈́͢Ȅ౷֖ඤ͈́ှ۾
߸̦ࢹಃ̯̤ͦ̀ͤȄ̹͘౷ܑ֖̱̹ͅު̱͈͂̀২ٛഎບږ̦ثၛ
̯̞̥̜ͦ̀ͥͣ́ͥȃ
̱̹̦̽̀Ȅࣽࢃ͈౷֖ଽॐ͈ജͅٳ൚̹͉̽̀Ȅ
ࠐफঐດ̽̀͢ͅ௶̧́ͥॲުႲ̩̥̈́́ͤ͊۾Ȅှ̞̠͂ࡉ̢̰ͥ
ᣏ͈ంहͬࣉၪ̳ͥຈါ̦̜ͥȃ
ȁ

Ԇȅ·ρΑΗȜ͉͂
࡛࣐͈౷֖ܿڠشଽॐ́࡞ͩͦͥഎ·ρΑΗȜ͉͂Ȅȶ౷֖̤̞ͅ
̀ඊু͈ࡄٳݪอΞȜζ͂εΞϋΏλσͬခ̳ͥഎࡄ۾ܥݪ൝ͬ͂ړ
̱Ȅ౷֖ඤުܑ̥ͣٸ൝͜४ْ̱̀ࢹ଼̯ͦͥܿڟ૧ΏΑΞθȷ̯͂ͦȄ
ॲު·ρΑΗȜ͉͂Ȅ
ȶఱڠ൝͈എࡄ͂۾ܥݪਔ༏ܑު͈͂ڟ͈ܿۼ
૧̢ͅحȄͤ͢ࢩ֖എͅఱڠ൝ܑ͂ު͈ުܑ͞ۼ൳আ͈Ⴒࠈ̦ͣͦȄͼ
ΦαȜΏοῧ૧মުȆ૧ॲު͈̦Ⴒङഎ̲ͥͅΏΑΞθȷ͂݅
̯̞ͦ̀ͥȪ଼ 14 ාๅȸܿڠشฒȹ
ȫ
ȃ
ນ࡛֑̞͉͙͈͈ͣͦͥ͜ͅḘ͈̏ͦͣଽॐ͉ȄଽॐΜȜσ̱͈͂̀ఱ
͞ڠഎࡄ̹̱͂ړͬ۾ܥݪ౷֖ͼΦαȜΏοϋȆΏΑΞθ̱͂̀·ρΑ
2
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ΗȜͬ௴̢̞̀ͥത͉́ވ̱̞̀ͥȃ̱̥̱Ȅུြ͈·ρΑΗȜٽැ͉Ȅ
ଽॐഎ̈́փ͉͂ඊၛͅȄॲުၛ౷͈ါ֦ܱ̳ͬͥ࿒എ́൵ව̯̹ͦ͜
͈̜́ͥȃ̷͈ၑაഎσȜΜ͉ȄͺσέτΛΡȆζȜΏλσ́͘ஸͦͥ́
̜̠ͧȃζȜΏλσȪ1890ȫ͉Ȅॲު͈ޫ౷࡛اયͬȄ̜ͥඅ౷֖̤ͅ
̞̀ܨȄാિȄ࡙͈ࣗ̈́̓ഥൡഎ̈́ॲါள͈ڛպ̦ంह̱Ȅ
̭͈ͦͣါள͂ਕޗഎȄଽহഎȄࠐफഎ̈́ါ֦͈͂ࡽैဥ̦̭̭ܳͥ͂
̲̽̀ͥ͂͢ͅ୰ྶ̱̹ȃ̷̱̀Ȅॲު̦අ౷֖ͅਬಎ̳ͥ၌ത̱͂
̀ȄӱඅਂܿෝႻ൱ঌા͈ࠁ଼ȄӲಎۼൎව़͈ࣔව͈ယօȄӳૂ༭ഥ
ో͈࢘ၚ͈͍̤ܿ͢اຽ̞̬ͥ̀ݷͬݞȃζȜΏλσոࣛȄͅ൦
̧̯̹ͦ̀ഥൡഎ̈́ॲުਬୟა͈ܖ๕଼̳ͬࣉ̢༷͉Ȅാ౷ȄႻ൱ႁȄഛ
ட࡙Ȅུ̞̹͂̽ॲါள͈ڛպ͂ٸ໐ࠐफ̜ͤͅȄ;ͿȜΨȜ
Ȫ1909ȫ͉Ȅਬୟ͈࢘ͬضॲ̤͍͢์ค͈೩̱͂ئȄဥ͈डا
̦ਬୟͬ௯ૺ̳̞̠ͥ͂ࣉ̢ͬা̱̹ȃ߃ා͉́Ȅ·σȜΈζϋȪ1991ȫ
̦Ȅါ͈ٸ໐ͬਬୟႁ̳͈ͬܰͥ͂͜௴̢Ȅਓڗഄ௩ȄȄ
ါ͈ 3 ͈̾ါ֦͈ࡽैဥͅಕ࿒̱ȄႻ൱৪ܑ͂ު̦౷ၑഎͅਬಎ̳ͥι
ΣΒθͬ୰ྶ̱̞̀ͥȃ
̭̠̱̹ॲުਬୟა̤̞̀ͅȄ͛̀·ρΑΗȜ̞̠͂ٽැͬ൵ව̱Ȅ
ॲުއႁ͈ଢ଼έτȜθχȜ·̱͂̀͂͛͘ષ̬̹͈̦εȜΗȜ̜́ͥ
Ȫ1990ȫȃεȜΗȜ͉Ȅ·ρΑΗȜͬȶ̜ͥඅ͈ͅ௺̱Ȅࡽͅ۾
Ⴒܑ̱̹ު̥͂ͥ̈́ͣ۾ܥ౷ၑഎͅ߃୪̱̹ਬ౬ȷ̱͂݅Ȅ̷̦࣭ͦष
എ̈́އႁ̻ͬංͥါ֦ͬȄນˍ͈̠̈́͢ΘͼμκϋΡ߿͈έτȜθ
χȜ·ͬဥ̞̀୰ྶ̱̞̀ͥȃ̭͈έτȜθχȜ·͉Ȅൎව࡙͂ͼϋέ
ρȪါளૄȫȄခෝ̈́౷ࡓުݯރ৪͞އႁ͈̜ͥ۾Ⴒॲު͈ంहȪ۾
ႲॲުȆުॲ׳ȫ
Ȅࣞഽ́ါݥକ͈ࡕ̱̞౷ࡓࡺ͈ݖంहȪါૄȫȄ
എ଼̈́ಿͬ௯̳̠̈́͢౷ࡓܑުއ̞̱͈ࠣ́ۼȪܑުၞ̤͍͢އ
۪ޏȫ̞̠͂ 4 ͈̾ࢹ଼ါள͂Ȅ̷͈ͦͣࡽैဥ̥̞ͣ̈́̽̀ͥȃ
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ນˍȇއႁ͈ါ֦
ܑުၞ
̤͍͢
އၞ

ါள
Ȫൎව࡙ȫ
ૄ

ါૄ

۾Ⴒॲު
Ȇ
ުॲ׳
ങȇεȜΗȜȪ1990ȫ

εȜΗȜ̽̀͢ͅ൵ව̯̹ͦ·ρΑΗȜٽැ͈փ͉݅Ȅӱ౷֖ͅం̳ͥ
ͼܿڠشϋέρ͞૧̱̞ॲါளͬਹণ̱̞̀ͥതȄӲܑު͈ਬୟͅಕ
࿒̧̱̹̀ਬୟაͅచ̱̀ȄఱڠȄࡄ۾ܥݪȄ౷༷ুহఘ͈̈́̓ఉအ̈́
ழͬ༫̞̱ͥ̀گതȄӳਬୟ̥ͣංͣͦͥιςΛΠ̱͂̀Ȅဥ͈ड
̧̹̱̀ޑͬاਬୟაͅచ̱̀ȄͼΦαȜΏοϋ͈փ݅ͬঐഊ̱̀
̞ͥതȄӴਬୟඤ̤̫ͥͅއ͈փ݅ͬྶ̞̱ͥ̀ͅږത̜ͥͅȪ߄֔
2003ȫȃ
౷֖̤̫ͥͅॲުਬୟ̦Ȅ·ρΑΗȜ͈ٽැͅഐࣣ̳̥ͥͬબ̳ͥष
͈ণത̱͂̀ȄίρͼΙͿȜϋͅ۾Ⴒ̳ͥॲު͈͂ުॲ׳ਬୟે͉ޙ
͂ͤ͜͢Ȅਬୟඤ̤̫ͥͅ৽ఘއ͈ۼ͂ે͈ފఠ͜ͅಕ࿒̳ͥຈါ̦
̜ͥȃ
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ԇȅऔ̞̾̀ͅ
ˍȅऔచયȇཤၘ౷֖
ུࡄ̫̤ͥͅݪऔచય͉Ȅີ५ȄȄ͈֔२ࡇ̥ͣ̈́ͥཤၘ౷֖
ུͅ২ܥෝͬ౾̩ୋ௮ު̜́ͥȃཤၘ౷֖͉ൃ͈ୟୱ̦ۼܢಿ̞̹͛ͅၔ
ैͅഐ̴̯Ȅͬܢ۽၌ဥ̱̹͈ز໗ު̱͂̀Ȅزඤࢥު͉̹ͦ͘ȃ
߇ઘ͞ႊോഭ̞̹͂̽൭͞ܕܕȄୋ͉̈́̓زඤࢥު̦ഥൡࢥު̱͂
̀อో̱̹యນഎ̈́႕̜́ͥȃີ५ࡇ͉́Ȅࢺশయ࣐̹ͩͦͅॲު૦ޟ
ॐ࡙̱ͬܳ̀ͅȄު̈́̓́ಇୟུ̯̹ͦ͂ཅີ̈́କ͞հ̈́ثഩႁͅ
ུ̽̀͢٬௰ߠঐ͈ࢥުਬୟͬࠁ଼̧̱̹̀ȃඅͅȄͺσηΛΏ۾Ⴒ
͈߄௺ୋ͈͉ڣكȄ࣭ΏͿͺ́ΠΛί·ρΑ̞ͬ͛̀ͥȃ̹͘Ȅ
ࡇ֔͞ࡇ͉́ॲ࣐̥̯̦ͥͦͩͭͅުޟಎ́ࡆ֚۹ࢥા̦୭
ၛ̯ͦȄ18 ଲܮஜ̤̫ͥͅȆ͈֔ဥֵ͈ඵਹȪฒ౷ࡆȫ
ॲ͉Ȅ࣭͈ 7 ȡ 8 ̹͖͈̽ͅڬȃ࡛ह͈ࢥު͉Ȅͼυϋ͞Ξ
Πυϋ଼͈ࣣ̈́̓ͬಎͅॲ̱̤̀ͤȄ֚ఱॲ౷ͬಃ̞̞̀ͥȃ
ࢥު͈อജ͉ܥ٫ࢥު̱̹ͣͬ͜͜ͅޣגȄ͞ܥཚୡܥ٫͈̈́̓
ܥ٫͉̲ͬ͛Ȅ߄௺ܥैࢥ͞ࢥح٫̈́̓ڎਅ͈ܥ٫ࢥު̦อో̱̞̀ͥ
Ȫࣞ
(1)

ాఈ 2000ȫ ȃ
͉̞̜ͥނఱि̞̹͂̽ఱസঌ࠷ͅୋ௮͈ڣكఱ̦ਬಎ̳ͥ
ಎȄ2002 ාഽ͈ཤၘ౷֖͈ୋ௮͉ڣكȄࢥު̦࣭ 9.0ɓȄ߄
௺ࢥު̦ 5.3ɓȄܥ٫ࢥު̦ 2.2ɓȄ֓ࢥު̦ 5.1ɓ͂࠲൰̵͙̞ͬ̀
(2)

ͥ ȃచഎͅܥ٫ࢥު͈࣭ΏͿͺ̦೩̢̞̠͙̦ͥ͢ͅȄ౷֖ඤ͉ͅ
ࡢ༆͈ୋΞΌςȜ͈ঌાΏͿͺ͉࣭́ 1 պͬࡶܑͥު̦ତఉ̩ၛ౷
̱̞̀ͥȃ
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ˎȅཤၘ౷֖ͅ·ρΑΗȜ͉ࠁ଼̯̞͈̥ͦ̀ͥ
ཤၘ२ࡇུͅ২ܥෝͬ౾̩ୋ௮ު 768 ২ͬచય̱͂̀Ȅ2003 ා 9 ͅ
ဍ༹ͤ͢ͅৗ࿚ຘऔͬঔ̱̹ȃခ࢘ٝ൞ତ͉ 330 ২Ȫခ࢘ٝ൞ၚ
43.0ɓȫ̜̹́̽ȃϋίσ͈ॲު༆ࢹ଼͉ນ 2 ͈̜ͤ́ͥȃ

ນ 2ȁϋίσ͈ॲު༆ࢹ଼
ުਅ
ୋ௮ު
ࢥު
࿐ऺȆঞȆΩσίࢥު
ๅȆ֣क़൳۾Ⴒު
ުࢥڠا
ȁȪ̠̻֓ୋ௮ު
ഘࣙȆഘ߄௺ު
߄௺ୋୋ௮ު
ܥ٫ࢥު
̷͈ఈ͈ୋ௮ު
ခ࢘ٝ൞

ٝ൞ତ
21
59
22
19
23
14
6
32
87
61
330

อତ ٝਓၚȪɓȫ
32.8
64
51.3
115
44.0
50
51.4
37
46.0
50
43.8ȫ
32
26.1
23
41.6
77
43.7
199
39.9
153
768

43.0

ٝ൞ܑު͈̠̻Ȅ৽ႁমު̦ࢥު̜́ͥ͂ٝ൞ܑ̱̹ު͉
17.4ɓȄ߄௺ࢥު̦ 9.9ɓȄܥ٫ࢥު̦ 25.5ɓȄ֓ࢥު̦ 4.7ɓ̜́̽
̹ȃུა͉́Ḙ͈̏ͦͣॲުͬಎ̱̹͂·ρΑΗȜ̦ࠁ଼̯̞ͦ̀ͥ
̥ͬ൦̳ͥȃ
̴͘Ȅ̷͈̤̤͈৾֨͢ުܑ̜ͥͅ߸۾ତͬȄཤၘ౷֖Ȅ࣭ඤ̷͈͈ఈ
͈౷֖Ȅ٬̠̠̞͂͢ͅٸਫ਼ह౷༆ٝͅ൞̱̹̀ͣ̽͜ΟȜΗͬဥ̞̀Ȅ
අ͈ॲުͬಎ̱̹͂ίρͼΙͿȜϋͅ۾Ⴒ̳ͥॲު̦͂ުॲ׳൚
ڂ౷֖ͅਬୟ̱̞̥͓̀ͥͬͥȃ̹͘Ȅ̥͈̞̭̦ͬͥ̓ͅުܑࣣއਫ਼
ह౷༆ٝͅ൞̱̹̀ͣ̽͜ΟȜΗ̥ͣȄ̦ުܑࣣއ౷֖ඤ͈̓ͅഽਬୟ
̱̞͈̥͙̞̩̀ͥͬ̀ȃܑ৾֨ު̦͂ުܑࣣއཤၘ౷֖ࣣ͛ͥͅڬ
͉Ȅນ 3 ͈̜ͤ́ͥȃ
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ນ 3ȁཤၘ౷֖ඤ͈৾֨୶¦ࣣއఈ২̦ࣣ͛ͥڬ
Ȫౙպȇɓȫ

ࡔऺၳȆ໐͈ࣔව୶
ࢥैܥ٫൝͈ࣔව୶
์ค୶
ުܑࣣއ

ॲު ࢥު ߄௺ࢥު ܥ٫ࢥު ֓
45.91
32.72
48.40
54.29
35.73
37.35
47.31
47.37
49.10
15.05
23.61
29.82
22.72
18.19
13.28
6.17
33.54
12.81
4.75
19.05

ಕȇحਹ

Ȫ1ȫުݯރ৪
ࡔऺၳȆ໐͈ࣔව୶̞͉̾̀ͅȄॲު̱͂̀ڛȄܥ٫ࢥު͈ਬୟ
ഽ̦̩ࣞȄࢥैܥ٫൝͈ࣔව୶̞͉̾̀ͅȄࢥުȄ߄௺ࢥު̤͍͢ܥ
٫ࢥު͈ਬୟഽ̦̞̭̦̥ࣞ͂ͩͥȃ̱̥̱ȄࡔऺၳȆ໐͈ࣔව୶͂ࢥ
ैܥ٫൝͈ࣔව୶͈ၰ༷͈ਬୟഽ̦చഎ̞͈͉ࣞͅܥ٫ࢥު̺̫̜́
ͤȄ̷͈ఈ͈ॲު̞͉̾̀ͅίρͼμȜ̦౷֖ඤͅਬୟ̱̞͉֚̀ͥ͂
̢̞̈́࡞ͅٽȃ
Ȫ2ȫࡺݖ
์ค୶̞͉̾̀ͅȄॲު͈͓̀ͅࢥު͈͉̞̦ࣞ͞͞Ȅ߄
௺Ȅܥ٫Ȅ͈͉֓ॲު͈ͬئ̤ٝ̽̀ͤȄඅͅ์ค୶̦౷֖ඤ
ͅਬୟ̢̱̞͉̞̞̭̦̥̀ͥ͂̈́͂ͩͥȃ
̯ͣͅȄນ 4 ͉ৗȆΑΠ̳ͥͅ۾ါݥକ͈̞ࣞࡺ͈ݖਫ਼हͬা
̱̹͈̜́ͤ͜Ḙ̭̥̏ͣȄါݥକ͈̞ࣞࡺ͉ݖཤၘ౷֖ඤ͉̩́̈́Ȅ
࣭ඤ̷͈͈ఈ͈౷֖ͅఉ̩ంह̱̞̭̦̥̀ͥ͂ͩͥȃ֓ࢥު̞̾ͅ
͉̀Ȅཤၘ౷֖ඤ̤̫ͥͅΟͻζϋΟͻϋΈȆξȜΎȜ͈ ̦ࣣڬ6.7ɓ͂Ȅ
̫͂ͤͩ೩̞ͬা̱̞̀ͥȃ̲̀Ȅါݥକ͈ࡕ̱̞ࡺ͉ݖ౷֖ඤͅ
ਬୟ̢̱̞̞̞̀̈́͂ͥȃ
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ນ 4ȁါݥକ̦̞ࣞࡺ͈ݖਫ਼ह
Ȫౙպȇɓȫ

ཤၘ౷֖
࣭ඤ̷͈ఈ
٬ٸ
ࣣࠗ

ॲު ࢥު ߄௺ࢥު ܥ٫ࢥު ֓
19.2
32.1
37.5
29.5
6.7
65.3
76.9
62.5
66.7
86.7
2.6
3.8
0
3.8
6.7
100.0

100.0

100.0

100.0

100.0

Ȫ3ȫࣣއఈ২
ນ 2 ͤ͢Ȅ͉ުܑࣣއॲު͓͂ͥ͂ࢥުȄ֓ࢥުȄ߄௺
ࢥުͅਬୟ̦͙ͣͦͥȃ̭͈͉ͦͣࠫضȄ൳֚ުਅܑ͈ު͈ਬୟഽ͈̯ࣞ
̞̱ͬͥ̀דȃ༷֚Ȅܥ٫ࢥު̞͉̾̀ͅȄުއఈ২̦ཤၘ౷֖͛ͅ
̦ࣣͥڬॲުͬئ̞ٝ̽̀ͥȃ̭͉ͦȄܥ٫ࢥު̦ͅުܑͥͦ͘܄ե̠
ୋ͉́ओ༆̦̞ͥ́ͭૺ̦اȄॲު႒̦ல̞̹͛ͅ൳͈֚ॲު̱͂̀
႒̯̞̭֦̱̞ͦ̀ͥ͂ܳ̀ͥͅȃ൳֚ॲުͅ႒̯̞ͦ̀̀͜Ȅୋ
ΞΌςȜ̦։ܑ̈́ͥު̠̞̞̱ࣣ͂ͥ̀އ͉ͅۼփে̦̞̞̠̭̈́͂͂
̜́ͥȃषȄ̦ͩͦͩͦৗ࿚ຘऔͬঔ̳ͥஜ͈ͼ̹࣐̽́ٴϋΗ
ΫνȜऔ̤̞̀ͅȄষ͈̭̦͂ྶ̥̞ͣ̈́̽̀ͥͅȃ̷͉ͦȄ͂͜ͅ
ܥ٫ͬ৽ႁমު̱̞̀ͥͅඵ২̦Ȅߓఘഎ̈́ୋΞΌςȜ̦։͈̈́ͥ
́Ȅ౷ၑഎͅ߃୪̱̹պ౾ͅၛ౷̱̞̀̀͜ࡽ̱͙͉̀̈́͂ͅުܑࣣއ
̞̥̹̞̠̭̜̈́̽͂͂́ͥȃ
ນ 3 ̤͍͢ນ 4 ͈̥ࠫͣضȄίρͼμȜȄࡺݖȄ̷͈ͦުܑࣣއ
̸̞ͦ̾̀ͅȄਬୟ̦۷ख़̯ͦͥॲު͉̜̹̽ȃ̱̥̱Ḙ̳͓͈̏ͦͣ̀
ါͬྖ̹̳ॲު͉ంह̵̴Ȅཤၘ౷֖ࣞͅഽͅਬୟ̳ͥȄ߄௺Ȅܥ
٫Ȅ֓ॲު͉Ȅ·ρΑΗȜ͈අಭ̢̞̞̞ͬ̽̀̈́͂ͥ͜ȃ̭͈ࠫض
͉ȄίρͼΙͿȜϋͅ۾Ⴒ̳ͥॲު̦߃୪̱̞̭̀ͥ͂ͥ͢ͅιςΛΠ
ܑͬު͉ށ̧̞̞̭́̀̈́͂ͬփྙ̱̞̀ͥȃ
̱̥̱Ȅ̷̴̥̥ͦͩͣ͜ͅȄུ২ܥෝͬཤၘ౷֖֊ͅٸഢْ̳̦ͥࠗ
8
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̜̥̞̠ͥ͂ৗ࿚ͅచ̱̀Ȅ
ْ̦̜ࠗͥ͂ٝ൞ܑ̱̹ު͉ఘ͈ 0.9ɓ́Ȅ
ܑ͕͈͂ͭ̓ު̦ཤၘ౷֖ͅগͥ͘փ࢜ͬা̱̞̀ͥȃ̷̭́Ȅͩͦͩͦ
̨͉̾ͅȄܑު̦ཤၘ౷֖ͅগͥ͘ၑဇ̞̾̀ͅଢ଼࣐̹ͬ̽ȃ
ˏȅ̶ܑ̈́ު͉ཤၘ౷ུ֖ͅٸ২ܥෝͬ֊ഢ̱̞͈̥̈́
ܑުུ̦̭ͦ́͘২ܥෝͬཤၘ౷֖֊ͅٸഢ̱̞̞̀̈́ၑဇͬٝ൞̱̀
̹ͣ̽ࠫ͜ުॲͬض༆ͅা̱̹͈̦ນ 5 ̜́ͥȃ̭͈୭࿚͉Ȅڂ൚̳ͥ
ၑဇ఼̳̞̠ͬͥ͂ॽ༷́ٝ൞̱̹̀ͣ̽͜ȃ

ນ 5ȁུ২ܥෝͬཤၘ౷֖֊ͅٸഢ̱̞̈́ၑဇ
㩷ၞౝ䈪䈱䊑䊤䊮䊄䉕⏕┙䈚䈩䈇䉎䈎䉌
㩷ၞౝ䈮ା㗬䈪䈐䉎ଏ⛎ᬺ⠪䈏䈅䉎䈎䉌
㩷ၞ䈱㘈ቴ䈫䈱㑆䈮⏕┙䈘䉏䈢ା㗬㑐ଥ䈏䈅䉎䈎䉌
㩷↪䈭ᖱႎ䈏ᓧ䉌䉏䉎䉟䊮䊐䉤䊷䊙䊦䈭ᖱႎḮ䈏䈅䉎䈎䉌
㩷ၞ䈱ᄢቇ䉇⊛ᯏ㑐䈫䈱䊈䉾䊃䊪䊷䉪䈏ᢛ䈦䈩䈇䉎䈎䉌
㩷ၞ䈮ᩮ䈙䈚䈢ડᬺ䈫䈇䈉␠ળ⊛⹏ଔ䉕ฃ䈔䈩䈇䉎䈎䉌
㩷ఝ⑲䈭ੱ᧚䉕⏕䈪䈐䉎䈎䉌
㩷ၞౝ䈪䈱㓹↪䉕⛽ᜬ䈜䉎䈢䉄
㩷⒖േ䉮䉴䊃એ䈱⋉䈏ㄟ䉄䈭䈇䈎䉌
㩷䈠䈱ઁ䋨㵘㵘㵘㵘㵘㵘㵘㵘㵘㵘㵘㵘㵘㵘㵘㵘㵘㵘㵘㵘㵘㵘㵘㵘㵘㵘㵘䋩
㪥

ో ❫⛽Ꮏᬺ ㊄ዻᎿᬺ ᯏ᪾Ꮏᬺ ක⮎ຠ
㪊㪇㪅㪍
㪈㪇㪅㪐
㪊㪈㪅㪊
㪉㪏㪅㪍
㪉㪈㪅㪋
㪉㪐㪅㪈
㪊㪉㪅㪎
㪊㪋㪅㪋
㪉㪎㪅㪊
㪉㪏㪅㪍
㪋㪈㪅㪊
㪉㪌㪅㪌
㪌㪇㪅㪇
㪋㪋㪅㪉
㪉㪈㪅㪋
㪌㪅㪊
㪈㪅㪏
㪍㪅㪊
㪍㪅㪌
㪉㪏㪅㪍
㪍㪅㪊
㪈㪅㪏
㪇㪅㪇
㪈㪈㪅㪎
㪉㪈㪅㪋
㪊㪐㪅㪎
㪊㪍㪅㪋
㪋㪊㪅㪏
㪊㪌㪅㪈
㪎㪈㪅㪋
㪐㪅㪈
㪈㪇㪅㪐
㪈㪌㪅㪍
㪈㪈㪅㪎
㪎㪅㪈
㪊㪍㪅㪐
㪊㪏㪅㪉
㪊㪈㪅㪊
㪋㪇㪅㪊
㪌㪇㪅㪇
㪋㪎㪅㪏
㪌㪉㪅㪎
㪉㪏㪅㪈
㪌㪐㪅㪎
㪌㪎㪅㪈
㪏㪅㪈
㪌㪅㪌
㪇㪅㪇
㪌㪅㪉
㪈㪋㪅㪊
㪊㪉㪇
㪌㪌
㪊㪉
㪎㪎
㪈㪋

߄௺ࢥުͬੰ̞̀Ȅॲުఘ̤͍́͢ުॲڎȶ֊൲ΑΠոષ͈၌̦ף
ࡉࣺ̞͛̈́ȷ̞̠͂ၑဇ̦Ȅષպͅρϋ·̯̞̭̦̥ͦ̀ͥ͂ͩͥȃ̱̥
̱Ḙ͉̏ͦકޭഎ̈́ၑဇ̜̹́ͥ͛Ȅུ২ܥෝͬ֊ഢ̱̞̈́ୟޭഎ̈́ၑဇ
ͅಕ࿒̳ͥຈါ̦̜ͥȃॲުఘ́ষ̞ࣞͬͅা̱̞͈͉̀ͥਜ਼ͅȄ
ȶ౷
֖͈ࡺږͅۼ͈͂ݖၛ̯̹ͦှ̜̦ͥ߸۾ȷ
Ȅ
ȶ౷֖ͅआܑ̰̱̹ު̞͂
̠২ٛບͬث̫̞̀ͥȷȄ
ȶ౷֖ඤ͈́ࡹဥ̳̹ͬͥ͛ȷ̜́ͥȃ̭
͈߹͉࢜Ȅਬୟഽ͈̞ࣞވ͇ٽ͜ͅުॲڎ̢̱̞̞̀ͥ͂ͥȃ̯ͣͅȄ
ࢥުȄ߄௺ࢥުȄ֓ࢥު̤̞͉̀ͅȶ౷֖ඤͅှ̧́ͥުݯރ
৪̦̜ͥȷ͈ρϋ΅ϋΈ̩̞ࣞ̈́̽̀ͥ͜ȃ
ུ২ܥෝͬ֊ഢ̱̞̈́ၑဇ̱͂̀ષ̦̹̽ȶ౷֖ඤͅှ̧́ͥުݯރ
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৪̦̜ͥȷ͂ȶ౷֖͈ࡺږͅۼ͈͂ݖၛ̯̹ͦှ̜̦ͥ߸۾ȷ͉Ȅί
ρͼΙͿȜϋͅ۾Ⴒ̳ͥॲުͅۼှࢹ̦߸۾ಃ̯̞̭ͦ̀ͥ͂ͬփྙ̱
̞̀ͥȃ̯ͣͅȄ
ȶ౷֖ͅआܑ̰̱̹ު̞̠͂২ٛບͬث̫̞̀ͥȷ
͂ȶ౷
֖ඤ͈́ࡹဥ̳̹ͬͥ͛ȷ͉Ȅࡽͅ۾Ⴒ̱̞̀ͥ͂ࣉ̢ͣͦͥȃ̾
ͤ͘Ȅ౷֖ͅआ̰̱̞̞̠̀ͥ͂ບͬثܑ̫̞̀ͥު͉Ȅ̷͈̱̀ٽ౷
֖̤̫ͥͅ২ٛഎୣහ͈ଛ࣐̞ࣞͅփে̤ͬ̽̀ͤȄ႕̢͊౷֖ඤ́ࡹ
ဥ̳̭ͬͥ͂͜ͅୟޭഎ̜́ͥȃ̹͘Ȅ౷֖ඤ͈́ࡹဥ̱̠ͬ͢
ܑ̳͂ͥު͈க͉Ȅ౷֖ͅआ̰̱̞̞̠̀ͥ͂ບ֚ͬث̵̯̭ͥ
̦͂̾̈́ͥͅȃܑު͂౷֖২͈ٛ͂ྟ୪̦̈́߸۾Ȅ̷ܑ͈ުͅచ̳ͥ২ٛ
എှ̹̳͈̜ͬͣ́ͥ͜ȃ
౷֖ඤ͈́৾֨୶͈͂ှ͞߸۾౷ܑ֖̱̹ͅު̱͈͂̀২ٛഎ̈́
ບږ̹̞̦ͭ̽ثၛ̯ͦͥ͂Ȅܑު̷̦͈౷֖̱̫̠̳͂ͥ͢ͅႁ
̱͂̀ैဥ̱Ȅॲުਬୟͬհ̵̯ͥါ֦̈́ͥ͂ͅ࡞̢ͥȃ

Ԉȅ̢͙̰ͥᣏȇှ
ίρͼΙͿȜϋ͈ಎ́ࢹಃ̯̹ͦှ̞̀̾ͅ߸۾Ȅުݯރ৪͈͂
ࢹͅۼಃ̯̹ͦှ͉ȶΨΛ·χȜΡςϋΉȜΐȪbackward linkageȫ͈
ှȷȄࡺࢹͅۼ͈͂ݖಃ̯̹ͦှ͉ȶέχȜΡςϋΉȜΐȪforward
linkageȫ͈ှȷ͂ࡤ͓ͥȃ̻͈̓ͣှ̦ਬୟ͈ါ֦̱͂̀ͤ͢ै̩ޑ
ဥ̳̥͉ͥȄॲު̽̀͢ͅ։̈́ͥȃ႕̢͊Ȅ֓͞ॲު͉́Ȅέ
χȜΡςϋΉȜΐ͈ှ͉̜ͤ͘ਹণ̴̯̤ͦ̀ͣȄΨΛ·χȜΡςϋ
ΉȜΐ͈ှ̦ͤ͢ਹါ̞͂̈́̽̀ͥȃ༷֚Ȅ߄௺͞ܥ٫ࢥު͉́ȄΨΛ
·χȜΡςϋΉȜΐ͈ှոષͅέχȜΡςϋΉȜΐ͈ှ̦ਹণ̯ͦ
̞̀ͥȃ̭͈̠̈́͢ϋΠρΑΠ̦ة̲͈̥̞ͥ̾̀ͅȄࢥު͂
ܥ٫ࢥުͬ႕͂̽̀ͅࣉख़̱͙̀ͥȃ
ࢥުͥͦ͘ͅ܄ୋঝ͞ཚୡȄ͈ιȜȜ͉Ȅܥ٫ࢥުͦ͘ͅ܄
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ͥܥ٫ιȜȜ̥ͣࢥैܥ٫̈́̓ͬࣔව̱̤̀ͤȄၰ৪͉ξȜΎȜ͂
ίρͼμȜ͈̜ͥͅ߸۾ȃιȜȜ͂̽̀ͅܥ٫ιȜȜ͉
ΨΛ·χȜΡςϋΉȜΐ͈̜́ͤȄܥ٫ιȜȜ͂̽̀ͅ
ιȜȜ͉έχȜΡςϋΉȜΐ͈̜́ͥȃၰ৪͈ࢥ̯ͥͦ֨৾́ۼ
ैܥ٫͉Ę͈̠̏̾̈́͢අৗ़̜ͬ̾́ͥȃ̳̻̈́ͩȄࢥैܥ٫͉ఉအ
̈́ါளܿ̽̀͢ͅࢹ଼̯̤ͦ̀ͤȄξȜΎȜ̷̦͈ܿഎ̈́අಿͬၑٜ
̳͉ͥࣞͅഽͅഎ̈́েͬຈါ̳͂ͥȃ̹͘Ȅࢥैܥ٫͉Ȅषͅ
ॲࢥͅ൵ව̱͙̫̀̈́ͦ͊ॲ࢘ၚ͞ঀ̞ੳ͈ၻ̴̯̦̥ͩͣȄ̳̪
͉ͅ၌ဥثͬບ̧̞̦̭̳̈́́͂ͥثȃ̯ͣͅȄࢥैܥ٫͉ఛဥාତ̦
ಿ̩Ȅ̹̜ࣞ͛ͥ́ڣȄອ้ͅฃ̢̞̦࣐͈͉̞۟ͩͦͥ́̈́͜ȃ̭͈͢
̠ࣞͅഽͅഎ́Ȅषͅࠐࡑ̷̱͈̀͜ၻ̱՛̱̦̳̪͉ͅບ̱ث
ඳ̞ৗ़̞͉ͬ̽̀ͥȄζȜΉΞͻϋΈ͈́ȶှ़Ȫcredence
goodsȫȷ͂ࡤ̞͊ͦ̀ͥȪDarby and Karni 1973ȫȃ̭͈̠̈́͢ৗͬ̾
़͈͉৾֨ͅȄ़͈ރ৪͈ୡ͞ှ̦̈́̓ఱ̧̩̳ͥޣגȃ̱̹̦̽
̀Ȅှ़̱͈͂̀ৗͬ̾ܥ٫͈ίρͼμȜ͂̽̀ͅȄέχȜ
ΡςϋΉȜΐ͈ှ̦ਹণ̯͈̜ͦͥ́ͥȃ̹͘Ȅܥ٫ιȜȜ͉Ȅ
͈ͣ͂̽̀ͅίρͼμȜ̳͂৾֨ͥܥ٫໐ͬࠐࡑഎͅບ̧͈ͥ́ث
́ȄΨΛ·χȜΡςϋΉȜΐ̤̫ͥͅှ͈ਹါഽ͉చഎͅ೩̩̈́ͥȃ
༷֚Ȅܥ٫͈ξȜΎȜ̜́ͥιȜȜ͉͂̽̀ͅȄှ़͈ί
ρͼμȜͅచ̳ͥှȄ̳̻̈́ͩΨΛ·χȜΡςϋΉȜΐ͈ှ̦ਹါ͂
̈́ͥȃ̹͘Ȅ̦ͣୋ௮̳ͥडਞક़͉Ȅ౷ၑഎͅࢩ̞ํս̹̦ͥ͘ͅ
ঌા̤̯ͤ̀ͦͅݯރȄ̷͈ৗ͉ঌા̤̞̀ͅࠐࡑഎͅບ̯ͦثං͈ͥ
́ȄέχȜΡςϋΉȜΐ͈ှ͈ਹါഽ͉Ȅਬୟါ֦̱͉͂̀చഎͅ
೩̩͈̜̈́ͥ́ͥȃ
ոષ͈ଢ଼͉ࠫضȄ̜ͥ౷֖͈ॲު͂̽̀ͅȄίρͼΙͿȜϋͅ۾Ⴒ
̳͈ͥ৾֨ఉ̷̩̦͈౷֖ඤͅంह̱̞̩̀̈́͂͜Ȅࡠ̹ͣͦ͂
͈́ۼਹါ̪̈́৾֨ͬ͛ͥှࢹ̦߸۾ಃ̯̞ͦ̀ͦ͊Ȅ̷͈ॲު̤̫ͅ
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ܑͥުਬୟ̦հ̳̭ͥ͂ͬাऐ̱̞̀ͥȃܑުࢹͅۼಃ̯̹ͦှ߸۾
͞౷ܑ֖̱̹ͅު̱͈͂̀২ٛഎບ̦ثȄ౷ܑ֖͈͒ު͈ͬ௯̱
̞̞̠͉̀ͥ͂ࠫضȄܑު͂ުܑ͍̤͢߸۾ۼ౷֖২͈ٛ͂ࡽैဥͅచ
̳ͥਹါ̈́ণത̞̱ͬͥ̀ރȃਬୟඤ໐ܑ͈ު͉Ȅ͈৾֨ܢఞͅ؊
̢͓̩ͥڰ൲̱Ȅ̹͘౷֖͈֥̱͈֚͂̀২ٛഎୣහ̭̳̹ͬ̽͂͢ͅض
̀Ȅވ൳ఘ͈੨ႁ͈ܖ๕͂̈́ͥފႁഎ̈́߸۾Ȅ̳̻̈́ͩ২ུٛͬಇୟ̱
̢̞̞̜̠̀ͥ͂ͥ́ͧȃ̷͈आ଼̳͈̦ۚͬȄှ̞̠͂ࡉ̢̰ͥᣏ́
̜ͥȃှ͉֚ಱ֚တ͉ͅࠁ଼̢̱̞༷֚̈́Ȅ႕ܑ̢͊ު̦ܥٛ৽݅എ̈́
࣐൲ͬ͂ͦ͊ယօͅ༲ٟ̳ͥୖ̞͈̜́ͥ͜ȃ̷͈̹͛Ȅਬୟඤ໐ܑ͈ު
͉Ȅࡽ༷̳֚́ͥͅފȄ౷֖২͈֥̱֚ٛ͂̀ୣහۜ͞ঀྵۜͬ̽
̀ڰ൲̳ͥຈါ̦̜ͥȃ

ԉȅ̤ͩͤͅ
ུࡄ͉́ݪȄॲުਬୟ͈ࠁ଼ါ֦ͬྶ̥̳̹ͣͥ͛ͅͅȄ̴͘ཤၘ౷֖
̤̞̀ࣞͅഽͅਬୟ̦͙ͣͦͥȄ߄௺Ȅܥ٫Ȅ֓ॲު̞̾̀ͅȄ
·ρΑΗȜ͈ٽැ̦ഐࣣഎ̜̥̠̥͈́ͥ̓൦࣐̹ͬ̽ȃ̷͈ࠫضḘ̏
͈ͦͣॲުͅ۾Ⴒ̳ͥίρͼμȜ͞ࡺݖȄ͉ުܑࣣއȄຈ̴̱͜౷֖ඤ
ͅਬୟ̴̱̤̀ͣȄ·ρΑΗȜ̦ࠁ଼̯̞͉ͦ̀ͥ͂࡞̢̞̭̦̈́͂ͩ
̥̹̽ȃ̱̥̱Ȅ̷̴̥̥ͦͩͣ͜ͅȄఱఉତܑ͈ު͉ཤၘ౷ུ֖ͅٸ২
ܥෝͬ֊ഢْ̳̞̞ͥࠗͬ̽̀̈́͜ȃ̷̭́Ȅܑު̦ཤၘ౷֖ͅগͥ͘ၑ
ဇ̞͈̾̀ͅଢ଼࣐̹ͬ̽ȃଢ଼͈̥ࠫͣضȄਬୟඤ໐͈ίρͼΙͿȜ
ϋ͈ͅۼުܑͥͩ۾ှ͞߸۾౷ܑ֖̱̹ͅު̞̠͂২ٛഎບ̦ث
̞̹̽ͭږၛ̯ͦͥ͂Ȅܑު̦౷֖̱̫̠̳͂ͥ͢ͅႁ̱͂̀ैဥ
̳̭̦ͥ͂ྶ̥̹ͣ̈́̽ͅȃ̱̹̦̽̀Ȅࣽࢃ͈౷֖ଽॐ͈ജͅٳ൚̹̽
͉̀Ȅࠐफঐດ̽̀͢ͅ௶̧́ͥॲުႲ͉́۾՜̧̞́̈́ࡉ̢̰ͥ২
ٛഎ͜ͅ߸۾ಕ࿒̳ͥຈါ̦̜ͥȃ
12
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εȜΗȜͦ͊͢ͅḘ̭̏ତා͈ͅۼȄͼΦαȜΏοϋͬ࢘ضഎ̹ͣ͜ͅ
̳̠̈́͢·ρΑΗȜ͈ࠁ଼ͬ࿒എ̱͂̀ȄΘͼμκϋΡȆκΟσͬࢹ଼̳
ͥ 4 ͈̾ါ֦ͬڰဥ̱̀Ȅ౷֖ͬاڰ̞࣭̽̀ͥȄ౷֖Ȅസঌ̦̈́̓
ఉତࡉ̧̠̞ͣͦͥ̈́̽̀̀ͥ͢ͅȪPorter, 2002ȫ
ȃ̹͘Ȅड߃͈·ρΑ
ΗȜ̥ͣͅض଼ݪࡄ̳ͥ۾Ȅଽܑຸ͞ުȄఱ۾ܥݪࡄ͞ڠȄڎਅ౬ఘ͞ழ
͈̈́̓ໝତ͈ίτȜμȜ̦ୟޭഎ͉̭̳̹ͤ͂͂͢͜ͅضͬڬȄܑު
͈ͼΣΏͺΞͻή̦ະ̧̞̥ͥ̀̀̽̈́ͣͅྶ̦̭̜͂ͥ́ࠧخȪPorter
and Emmons 2003ȫ
ȃ̭͈തͅ۾Ⴒ̱̀Ȅུა́ঀဥ̱̹ΟȜΗ͉Ȅ౷
֖͈ါ֦̱͉͂̀ȶ౷֖͈ఱ͞ڠഎ͈͂۾ܥΥΛΠχȜ·̦ା̽̀
̞ͥȷ̭͈͂ਹါഽ̦Ȅॲު̮͂ͅఱ̧̩։̞̭̈́̽̀ͥ͂ͬা̱̞̀ͥ
Ȫນ 4ȫȃ̭͈̠̈́͢ओ։̦̲ͥါ֦ͬྶ̥̳̹͉ͣͥ͛ͅͅȄ౷֖
ͅంह̳ͥఱ͞ڠഎފ͂ުܑ͂۾ܥႁࢹ͈߸۾ಃ̞̾̀ͅଢ଼̳ͥຈ
ါ̦̜ͥȃ̭͉ͦࣽࢃ͈هఴ̱̹̞͂ȃ
̹͘Ȅུა͉́Ȅਬୟ͈ࠁ଼ါ֦ͬॲު̮͂ͅ൦̱̹̦Ȅଢ଼ͅဥ
̞̹ॲު႒̦ல̥̹̹̽͛Ȅॲު݈͈̞̀̾ͅ߸۾͈ۼა͉Ȅ̱̱͊͊
എٜ̈́৷ͅগ̹̽͘ȃࣽࢃ͉Ȅͤ͢ळ̥̞ॲު႒ͬဥ̞̹ଢ଼࣐ͬ
̠̭͂̽̀͢ͅȄ౷֖ͼΦαȜΏοϋ̤̫ͥͅॲު͈ۼࡽ̥ͣྶͬ߸۾
̳̭ͥ͂͜ͅهఴ͂̈́ͥȃ̭͈̭͉͂ȄFloridaȪ1995ȫ͞ AsheimȪ1996ȫ
͈̞̠ȶڠਠ౷֖ȷ͈ॽழ͙ͬ՜̳̭̦̜̠ͥ͂̾̈́ͥ́ͧ͜ͅȃ
ȴಕȵ
Ȫ1ȫ ̷͈͕̥ີ५ࡇȄࡇȄ֔ࡇ͈;ͿήͼΠ͜४ચ̱̹ȃͿ;ڎή
ͼΠ͈ URL ͉ষ͈̜ͤ́ͥȃ
ີ५ࡇ͈;ͿήͼΠȇhttp://www.pref.toyama.jp/
ࡇ͈;ͿήͼΠȇhttp://www.pref.ishikawa.jp/
֔ࡇ͈;ͿήͼΠȇhttp://www.pref.fukui.jp/
Ȫ2ȫ ཤၘ౷֖͈ࢥު͉ڣكȄࠐफॲުજ̤͍͢ີ५ࡇȄࡇȄ֔ࡇ͈;Ϳ
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ήͼΠ̥ͣຊ৪̦ॳ̱̹ȃࢥުൡ̞ࠗ̾̀ͅ४ચ̱̹;ͿήͼΠ
͉ষ͈̜ͤ́ͥȃ
ࠐफॲުજ͈;ͿήͼΠȇhttp://www.meti.go.jp/statistics/data/h2i0000j.
html
ີ५ࡇ͈;ͿήͼΠȇhttp://www.pref.toyama.jp/sections/1015/
ࡇ͈;ͿήͼΠȇhttp://toukei.pref.ishikawa.jp/annual/shoukou/
mnfc_h14/mnfc_h14.htm
֔ࡇ͈;ͿήͼΠȇhttp://toukei.pref.fukui.jp/nenpo/14kkougyo/
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ȬࡄݪΦȜΠȭ

মުठࢹಃ͂ۯၑٛࠗ
ȝমު໐ଷ̥ͣ২͈͒اജٳȝ

܊ȁനȁࢫȁ଼
Ƀ͉̲͛ͅɄ
ԅȁઐئഩ͈ܕমުठࢹಃ͂ۯၑٛࠗ
1ȁઐئഩ͈ܕমު໐ଷȁ
2ȁઐئমު໐ଷ͈ۯၑٛࠗഎඅৗ
3ȁࡐह̹̱ا࿚ఴത
4ȁমުΡιͼϋٛ২ଷͅ֊࣐
5ȁ૧̱̞ުୡບثΏΑΞθ
Ԇȁ໌ന͈মުठࢹಃ͂ۯၑٛࠗ
1ȁ໌നϋΩΣȜଷ͈අಭ
2ȁ໌നϋΩΣȜଷ͈ۯၑٛࠗഎඅৗ
3ȁϋΩΣȜ͈͒ޣג
4ȁϋΩΣȜଷ̥ͣ২͒ا
Ƀ̤ͩͤͅɄ

Ƀ͉̲͛ͅɄ
ܑު͉ࠐ͈ޏ۪א་ͅاഐ؊଼̱̀ಿ̫̞̩ͬ̀ȃഐ؊എ଼ಿ̷ܑ̭
ުࠐړ͈א̜́ͥȃ̹ͩͦ 10 ා̞̹͂ͩͦΨήσࢃུ͈ࠐफ͈ಎ
́Ȅఉܑ̩͈ު̦ߎ̱͙̦̈́ͣ་ͅاഐ؊̱Ȅমު͈ठࢹಃͬদ͙Ȅ21
ଲאࠐ͈߿ܮκΟσ͈୭ͅಯ̧̱̹̀ȃ
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̭̠̱̹ಎ́Ȅۯၑܑ͉ٛࠗުࠐͬא̳ͥ׳̱ٛࠗ͂̀Ȅ
ࠐ͈אఠȄ
࿚ఴതȄ་͈͒ڟ࿒ດ࣐͂൲ୡͬخণ̱اȄ࿒ດో଼̥̠࣐࢜ͅ൲ͬ
̢̧̹̀ȃ̭̠̱̹۷ത̥ͣȄࠐۯאၑͬۯ̳ͥ׳ၑ͈ٛࠗͬڬȄઐ
ئഩڼުॲܕٛ২ȪոئȄઐئഩܕȫ͂໌നࢥުڼٛ২ȪոئȄ
໌നȫ͈ম႕ͬ৾ͤષ̬̀ାၑ̱͙̹̀ȃઐئഩ͈ܕম႕͉́Ȅਲြ
̥͈ͣࠐۯאၑΏΑΞθ͈ಔ̜̹́̽মު໐ଷ͈ٜఘ͂૧̱̞Ριͼϋٛ
২ଷͬ৾ͤષ̬ͥȃ໌ന͈ম႕͉́ȄϋΩΣȜଷ͈൵ව͂২͈ا
ίυΓΑͬ৾ͤષ̬ͥȃ

ԅȁઐئഩ͈ܕমުठࢹಃ͂ۯၑٛࠗ
ઐئഩ ͉ܕ2002 ා 3 ֨୕́ॳࠨܢஜఅ 5480 ؙ͂ުոြ͈ڣݴ
লͬࠗષ̱̹ȃ̭ͦͬࠀͅܥಎఆ২ಿ͈ςȜΘȜΏΛί͈́ئȶ෫ٟ͂
௮ȷ̳֣ͬͥ͂ܠ٨ͬڟΑΗȜΠ̵̯̹ȃ̷͉ͦުոြ̹ͩͦȶΪ
ΠȄΥȄκΦȄૂ༭ȷͅࢹאࠐ̜̳ͥͣͥ͠۾௮ͬ་ ̱ڟ21 ଲ͈߿ܮ
ࠐאκΟσͬैͤષ̬̭̜̹ͥ͂́̽ȃ
̷̱̀ 2002 ා 10 ͅષાܑުͬ৽͚܄ါঊٛ২ 5 ২ͬۖঊٛ২̳ا
ͥ͂͂͜ͅࠐۯאၑଷഽ͈าུഎ̈́٨ͬڟ̻̱̹ȃ̷͉ͦઐئഩ͈ܕ
মު໐ଷٜͬఘ̱ȄȶমުΡιͼϋٛ২ȷͬ৽̳͂ͥࠐۯאၑଷഽ͈ࢹ
ಃ̜̹́̽ȃ̭֚ͦͣႲ͈൲̧ͬଢ଼̳ͥͅष̱̀Ȅ̴͘ಿ̹̽ͩͅۼܢ
̀ઐئഩۯאࠐ͈ܕၑఘଷ͈ܖ๕̞̹͂ͩͦমު໐ଷ̞̾̀ͅۯၑ͈ٛࠗ
ণതͅၛ͙̠̽̀͂͛̀͘͢ȃ
ˍȁઐئഩ͈ܕমު໐ଷ
ઐئഩ͈ܕমު໐ଷ͉Ȅ1933 ාͅު৪ઐࢨئ੩ঙ͈ඊু͈อྶ͂
̞̠ࠁ́ΑΗȜΠ̱̹ȃ൚শ͈ઐئমު໐ଷ̷͉͈ͦ́͘ࢥા߲ͬୋ
͈ٳอ̥ͣॲȄ์คȄਓͅঢ֚ͥ́͘۹̱̀ୣහͬ̾२͈̾মު໐
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̫ͅȄඊၛनॳଷͬनဥ̱̹͈̜̹́̽͜ȃ̷͈̞͉ȶু৽ୣහࠐא
(1)

͈ഔೲȷ͂ȶࠐא৪଼͈֗ȷ̜̹̞̞̽͂ͩͦ̀ͥͅ ȃ
̭̠̱̹ඊু͈ၑැ̧̿ͅܖ൵ව̯̹ͦઐئমު໐ଷ͉ȄಎȄࢃ
͈൲၄ࢃ̢̹קͤͬܢȄͤ͢ఘࠏഎ̈́মު໐ଷζΥΐιϋΠ͂ۯၑٛࠗ
ΏΑΞθͬैͤષ̬̞̹̀̽ȃ̷͈ࠫضȄઐئഩ͈ܕমު໐ଷζΥΐιϋ
Πུ͉͈ࣞഽ଼ಿশయ̠̩͘ͅഐࣣ̱Ȅ൳২͈ࣞਓףȄ଼ࣞಿ̢ͬͥ
ࡔ൲ႁ̞̹͂̈́̽̀̽ȃ
ˎȁઐئমު໐ଷ͈ۯၑٛࠗഎඅৗ
ȶুࡨୣහࠐ͈אഔೲȷ͈ͬ͌͂̾࿒ດ̱̹͂൳২͈মު໐ଷ͉মު໐
͈ඊၛनॳփেͬ௯ૺ̳̹ͥ͛Ȅۯၑ͈ٛࠗॽழ͙̱̜̹̥͂̀͜ඊၛܑ
ު͈̠̈́͢ࠐۯאၑΏΑΞθͬैͤષ̬̹ȃ̷͈අৗ̜̬ͬͥ͂ষ͈ͤ
(2)

̜́ͥ ȃ
Ȫ1ȫ ڎমު໐͉ඤ໐ུ߄ͬ̾ඊၛनॳౙպ̱͂̀అॳࠗףȄৰ
చચນȄ΅λΛΏνέυȜࠗॳͬ̾ȃ
Ȫ2ȫ মު໐͈ުୡບུܖ͈ثঐດ͉Ȅުא၌̥ͣףུ߄၌ঊུ͂২ৰ
ව߄၌ঊͬओ̱̞̹֨ॼဒ၌̹̱͂ףȃॼဒ၌ުא̥͕͈ף၌ףȄ
คષࣞ͜ުୡບ͈ثచય̱̹͂ȃ
Ȫ3ȫ ؾං߄͈იඤ́ൎ̳̭ͬͥ͂Ȅ̢̞̞̥ͦ͊΅λΛΏνέυȜ
̦ίρᾼ̠̈́ͥ͢ࡕ̱̩ါ̹̯ͦݥȃ
Ȫ4ȫ ୕֨ஜॼဒ၌߄୕̥ͣףȄ൚ࡉࣣͬओ̱̞̹֨ඤ໐၌ͬ߄ףম
ު໐ͅၣ༗̵̯Ȅඤ໐అף͉ྫ၌ঊུ͈࡙ஂ̱̹͂ȃ
Ȫ5ȫ ۯၑΏΑΞθ̱͂̀ষఅͥ͢ͅॳࠗףထచȄஜୡచ͂
̞̠ࠁ́Ȅୡ͈κΣΗȜ͂ओ։ଢ଼Ȅ٨͈͒ͺ·Ώοῧ̞̠
ͼ·σ̳̠̱̹ͬٝ͢ͅȃ
Ȫ6ȫ ̱̥̱Ȅ၌ުףୡ͉૽মࣉ͈֚ࣜه࿒͂̓͛ͅȄমު໐ಿ͈༭ਫ͞
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ઌૺͅೄ̵̯̞̞ࠫ̀̈́ȃ
̭͈ͦͣॽழ͙͉ষ͈̠̈́͢ 2 ͈̾ಔ̢̞̹̽̀ͣͦ̀͢ͅȃ
ల͉֚Ȅমު໐ಿ͈ບث৲ഽͬ২ඤ߄၌ओ̧֨ࢃ͈ॼဒ၌̱͂ףඤ໐၌
ͬ߄ףমު໐ͅၣ༗̳ͥത̜́ͥȃ̭͉ͦমު໐ಿͅಿܢഎ̈́ٳอൎ͞
মު٨ͬ௯̳̞̞̹̜̦࢘ͥ̀ͦͩ͂̽ضȃల 2 ͉Ȅڎාഽ͈ൎ̦ڣ
ؾං၌ํ͈ףսඤͅਓ̠ͥ͘͢ভগ̥̫̞͛ͬ̀ͥത̜́ͥȃ̭͉ͦࣞഽ
଼ಿ͈ܢ২എ̈́߄ါͬဲ̢Ȅ߄ΏοȜΠͬཡ̪࿒എ̜̹́̽ȃ
̭͉ͦͣࣞഽ଼ಿز͈ܢഩުއ͈ٮ۪͂ޏਓڕףංͅζΛΙ̱̹ॽழ
͙̜́ͥȃڎমު໐̦ু͈ͣ໐͈၌଼͂ףಿͬ࿒ঐ̱࣐̀൲̳ͥࠫض
̦Ȅఘ̱͂̀၌଼͂ףಿ࣓ͅࡃ̳̞̠̞ͥ͂ͩ͊ၻ۪͈ॽழ͙̜́̽
̢̹̞̠͂͢ȃ
๊֚എ͉ͅȄমު໐͈ࡢ༆डഐ࣐൲͉ఘडഐ͈۷ത̥ͣࡉͥ͂ΈσȜ
ίඤͅఉ̩͈υΑ͙̱ͬੳ̻̜́ͥȃ̱̥̱Ȅζ·υഎࣞͅഽ଼ಿ̦
ڐఱ̳ͥশ͉ͅܢȄ̷͈υΑ͉ఘ͈ުယڐఱ͈ಎ́ݟਓ̯ͦȄఘ̱͂
(3)

଼͈̀ಿ̦خෝ̞̹͈̜͂̈́̽̀̽́ͥ ȃ
ˏȁࡐह̹̱ا࿚ఴത
̱̥̱Ȅ1970 ාయࢃոࣛȄུࠐफ̦ࣞഽ଼ಿ଼̥ͣ߿೩଼ಿশ
యͅ֊࣐̳ͥ̾ͦ̀ͅȄ൳২͈মު໐ଷζΥΐιϋΠ͈ॽழ͙͉Ȅ̷଼͈
͈ͅఉ̩͈࿚ఴതͬࡐह̵̯اȄ൳২͈ࠐ࣐א൲͈௷̵̥͂̈́̽̀
(4)

̞̹̽ȃո ̠͙̀͢ࡉͅئȃ
ࠐ͈ޏ۪א་͉ͅاఱ̧͈̦̜̹̈́̽͜ȃزഩୋ͈ఉ̩͉คષ̦ࣞඡ
̱اȄ̷ͦ̾ͦ̀ͅૂ༭ܕܥȄॲުဥ଼̦ܕܥಿ̞̹͂̈́̽̀̽ȃ̭
ͦͬমުεȜΠές͈۷ത̥ͣࡉͥ͂Ȅ൳২̦ఱ̧̈́ΏͿͺȜͬ̽
̞̹̀زഩୋ̦ȶΑΗȜȷ̥ͣȶ΅λΛΏν;ȷͅ֊࣐̱̹̭͂ͬփ
ྙ̱̞̹̀ȃ̱̹̦̽̀Ȅ২എ۷ത̥ͣࡉͦ͊Ȅ૧̹̈́ΑΗȜমުͅచ
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̱̀ୟޭഎ࡙ͅൎව࣐̞ͬমުࢹ௮ͬ་̢̞̩̀ຈါ̦̜̹̽ȃ̞ͩ͊
ఱ໙̈́মުεȜΠές͈ழ̢̦۟ະ̹̜̽́ࠧخȃ
̱̥̱Ḙ̠̱̹̏૧̱̞൲̧͉ুၙഎ͉ͅࡉ̴ͣͦȄਲြ͈ॽழ͙͉ఱ
(5)

̧̈́વ̹̞̽̀̽̈́͂ٺȃ̭ͦͬۯၑٛࠗഎͅࡉͥ͂ষ͈̜ͤ́ͥ ȃ
Ȫ1ȫ ڎমު໐̦ȶু໐͈၌ףȷͬड୶̳ͥॽழ͙͈́ئȄڎমު໐
଼͉ಿ̦ࡉࣺͦͥ͘૧ୋࣺ̠̱̹ͬ৾ͤ͂ࠫ͜ضȄ൳̲ୋ
́։̈́ͥমު໐̦̳ࣣͥއΉȜΑ̦ఉ̧̩̞̹ܳ̀̽ȃ
Ȫ2ȫ মު଼͈̽̀͢ͅزഩ͈ఉ̩͈মު໐͉Ȅॼဒ၌΅͂ףλΛ
ΏνέυȜͬఱ̧̩٨̱Ȅఱ̧̈́ඤ໐၌ͬ߄ףಇୟ̵̯̞̹̀ȃ
ུ২ৰව߄͉Δῦ̈́ͤȄུ̯ͣͅ২ဖు߄ͬಇୟ̱Ȅඤ໐߄၌ਓ
වͬఱ̧̩̱̞̹̀̽ȃ
Ȫ3ȫ ̷͈ࠫضȄ଼মު໐͉ڒ༆͈ြൎ͈ςΑ·ͬཙ̳̭̩͂̈́Ȅ
ॼဒ၌ͬףఱ̧̧̩̳̭̦̹ͥ͂́ȃমު໐ಿ͈࣐൲͉༗എ͂̈́
ͤȄ଼ಿ͈࢜κΙαȜΏοϋ̦̞̹ͩͦ̀̽ȃ
̭̠̱̀ࠐۯאၑ͈ܖ๕̦ଷഽႻ̭̱ͬܳܥෝະ̹̞ͩ̽̀̽ͅۿ
̫̜́ͥȃ൳২͉̭̠̱̹́ેͬޙة̩͓̳ٳ̩ٝ͂̈́ழ٨ୃȄۯၑ
༷͈་ࢵ൝ͬদ̧͙̹̦̀Ȅ̷଼͈͉ض࿒ͅࡉ̢̀ષ̦͈͉ͥ́̈́͜
̥̹̽ȃ̭͈ͦͣଷഽႻ̦ಿ̞ۼಇୟ̯ͦȄఱ໙̈́ࠧఅ͈ࠗષ̹͂̈́̽ȃ
̷͉ͦޭ͛̀યಭഎ̈́ြম̜̹́̽ȃ
ːȁমުΡιͼϋٛ২ଷ͒֊࣐
ু৽ඊၛͅਹ̧ͬ౾̞̹মު໐ಎ͈ࠐۯאၑΏΑΞθ͈͉́ئȄ͜
͉̱̞ࠣ͞އ۪ͅޏ̻ੳ̧̭̦̩̞̹̾͂́̈́̈́̽̀ȃ̷͉ͦ૧̱̞
ࠐאͺȜ΅Ξ·ΙλȜ͈௮̦ຈါ̜̭́ͥ͂ͬփྙ̱̞̹̀ȃࠐޏ۪א
͈་ܥͅاຮͅచ؊̳̹ͥ͛Ȅ£ ෫ٟ͂௮ ¤ ͈΅λΛΙέτȜΒͬࠇ̬
ઐئഩܕΈσȜί͈মުठ༎͂ࠐۯאၑΏΑΞθ͈ठࢹಃ̦ই̹̽͘ȃ
ষ͈̠̈́͢ 3 ͈ٜ̾ࠨ̧̳͓هఴ̦ྶ̹̽̈́ͅږȃల͉֚ࠐ؍͈א͈
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هఴȝমު໐ଷ͈̜༷̠̳̥ͤͬ̓ͥȃలඵ͉ࠐ͈אਸ͈هఴȝ২
ඤΨςνȜΙͿȜϋȪٳอȄୋ௮Ȅ์คͅঢͥழഎ֚ఘȫ͈̜༷ͤͬ
̠̳̥̓ͥȃల२͉ఘ̳ͬͥאυΐΛ·͈هఴȝࠐۯאၑଷഽ͈̜
(6)

༷̠̳̥ͤͬ̓ͥȄ̜̹́̽ ȃ
ల͈֚هఴٜࠨ͉ͅȄࠐא࡙͈าུഎ̈́डഐठ̦ະ̜̽́ࠧخ
̹ȃমު໐ଷ͈̩ࢩ́ئ८̱̹ࠐא఼࡙ͬ͂ਬಎ͈́ئडഐͬ
࣐̠̭̦͂ຈါ̜̹́̽ȃࠐא࡙͂ࠐאୣහ͈८ͬาུഎͅ་̢̭ͥ
̜̹͂́̽ȃ
లඵ͈هఴٜࠨ͉ͅȄ
ࡺݖȝζȜΉΛΠْܑ̧ࣣ̠̹͈͂࢜͛ȄٳอȄ
ୋ௮Ȅ์คͅঢͥࠐႹ͈́ࠐאୣහ͈ठࢹಃ̦ຈါ̜̹́̽ȃ
ల२͈هఴٜࠨ͉ͅȄ
£ ౙౙඊ৽݅ࠐ א¤ ̥ͣ £ মުႀ֖ౙպ͈ΈυȜ
ΨσႲࠫࠐ א¤ ͈͒ࠐۯאၑଷഽ̦ະ̹̜̽́ࠧخȃ
ոષ͈۷ത̥ͣȄઐئഩܕΈσȜί͈؍౯എ̈́মުठ༎̦ঔ̯̹ͦȃ
ߓఘഎ͉ͅષાܑުͬ৽͚܄ါঊٛ২ 5 ২͈ۖঊٛ২̀ࠐͬاȄΈσȜ
ίඤ̤̫ͥͅমުਹໝ͈ෳੰȄٳอςΕȜΑ͈ਬಎȄٳอȄୋ௮Ȅ์ค͈
ࠐ̦اࡓ͈֚ࡠࡀאঔ̯̹ͦȃ
࡞̢̞̥ͦ͊মުਹໝ͈ෳੰ͂ٳอςΕȜΑ͈ਬಎ͉Ȅমު͈̩̩ͤೄ
̱͂মުႀ֖ͬठ̱݅Ȅࠐא࡙͈ͬࡉೄ̳̭̜̹͂́̽ȃٳอ
ȝ์ค͈ࠐ͉اࡓ͈֚ࡠࡀאȄࠐ͂ࡠࡀאୣහ֚ͬࡓאࠐ̱اୣහͬু
ࡨ̳ۖࠫͥ٨̹̜̽́ڟȃ
100 ಼̢ͬͥমު໐ͬࣽࢃ଼͈ಿၞ̸̷ͦͦ̀̽ͅ״ȶΡιͼϋٛ
২ȷ̱͂̀ంၛ̱ȄΡιͼϋٛ২২ಿͅచ̷̱͈মުႀ֖̤̫ͥͅࠐא
࣐̳֚ͥͅ۾୨͈ࡀࡠͬັဓ̱̹̫̜ͩ́ͥȃ̭͈૧̱̞ॽழ͙ͬȶমު
(7)

Ριͼϋٛ২ଷȷ̞̠͂ ȃ
ˑȁ૧̱̞ުୡບثΏΑΞθ
মު໐ଷͅయͩͥΡιͼϋٛ২ଷ͈́ުୡۯၑΏΑΞθ̞͈͓̾̀̀ͅ
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͙̠͢ȃ̴͘ۯၑٛࠗ࿂͉́Ȅࠐאୣහౙպ́అॳࠗףȄৰచચນȄ
΅λΛΏνέυȜࠗॳ͉̲̱͛͂̀ȄΡιͼϋٛ২ྀͅΈυȜΨσႲࠫ
αȜΆࠐۯאၑΟȜΗ̦ै଼̯ͦȄ̷ͦͅۯאࠐ̩̿ܖၑΏΑΞθ̦ै
̹ͣͦȃ
̯ͣͅުୡບܖث̞͉̾̀ͅȄCapital Cost ManagementȪոئȄ
CCMȫ͂΅λΛΏνέυȜ͈ඵതͅࣆ̹ͣͦȃਲြ͉Ȅคષࣞ၌ףၚȄ
၌ڣףȄคષࣞȄঌાခၚȄहࡩٝഢၚȄৰව߄Ȅਲު֥ତ൝͈ບࣜث
(8)

࿒̦̜̹̦̽Ȅ
̷ͦͬ CCM ͂΅λΛΏνέυȜ͈ඵ̱̹̫̜̾ͩ́ͥͅ ȃ
ȶ২എ̈́ςΑΠρ͉֚၂̱̹ȃࣽࢃ͉ڎΡιͼϋ͈ΠΛίͅমު͈
఼͂ਬಎ͈̈́̓ၞͬහ̵ͥȃজ̦ါབ̳͈͉ͥ CCMȪমު၌̦ף
ུΑΠ̺̫ͬ̓ͦષ̥ٝͥͬা̳ઐאࠐ͈ئঐດȫ͂΅λΛΏνέυȜ
(9)

̺̫ȃ̷ͦո̞̞͉̈́ͩٸȃȷ

CCM ͉ȄུΑΠͬαȜΑ̱̹͂൳২ඊুུ͈ਓףঐດ̜́ͥȃ
৽ڼਹণࠐ ̞̬ͥ̀ͦͣݷ͈̾͂͌ͅאEVAȪࠐफັثحȫ͈ઐئΈ
σȜίๅ̞̹͈̜͂̽́ͥ͜ȃڎΡιͼϋٛ২͈Ⴒࠫৰచચນ͈মު
ॲͬαȜΑུ̱͂̀ΑΠͬࠗॳ̱୕֨ஜުא၌̳ͥੰࢱ̥ͣףȃߓఘ
എ͉͈ܱͅئ̜ͤ́ͥȃ
ȁ
CCM Ɂ୕֨ஜުא၌ףȽȪ৾၌௳Ƚ၌௳ȫȽൎئུΑΠ
ൎئུΑΠɁমުॲॼࣞȿൎئུΑΠȪ8.4ɓȫ
মުॲॼࣞɁၠ൲ॲȪ࡛ဖ߄ͬੰ̩ȫȼࡥུȼൎ
̭͈ CCM ͂΅λΛΏνέυȜ͈ܢఞͅచ̳ͥୡ̦ບثచય͂̈́
ͥȃບͼ;͈ثΠັ̫͉ CCMȄ΅λΛΏνέυȜ͂͜ͅ 50ɓ͈;ͼ
Π̜́ͥȃCCM ͈ಎْ͉ࠗ 20ɓȄஜාͅచ̳ͥ٨ഽࣣ 20ɓȄܖ
CCM10ɓ̜́ͥȃ΅λΛΏνέυȜ̞͉̾̀ͅȄْࠗ 25ɓȄஜා٨
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 25ɓ̜́ͥ

(10)

ȃ

̭͈ບ͉ضࠫثȄڎΡιͼϋ২ಿ͈ުୡ༭ਫۚ͞໐২֥͈ުୡා༪൝ͅ
̯ͦדȄ଼͂ض༭ਫ̦ςϋ·̯̹͈̞ͦ̈́̽̀ͥ͜ͅȃ
মުບܖث̱͂̀ CCM ͂΅λΛΏνέυȜ͈ඵതͅࣆͤȄΨρϋΑ
ΠȆΑͺȜΡ͈̠̈́͢ఉڙഎບ༹༷ͬثनဥ̱̥̹̈́̽ၑဇ͉Ȅষ͈
̜ͤ́ͥȃ
ల͉֚ 90 ාయࢃ͈ਓף೩ئȄ2001 ාഽ͈ঔ͈ࡹဥࢹ௮٨൝ͅ
ͥ͢ఱ໙̈́߄ࡘઁͅచ̱ȶ߄̳ͬͥͅࠐאȷ͈ठഔೲ़̱ͬ̀ྩ
ఘৗͬاޑ̭̦̭̹̜ͥ͂͂̽́ྩݢȃలඵ͉Ȅ֚Ⴒ͈ठ༎଼͈ಎ́Ȅ
ષાঊٛ২͈ۖঊٛ২ͥ͢ͅاٳٛ২ا൝࣐̹̹ͬ̽͛Ȅਲြոષ
ͅ৽ڼਹণࠐ̩̞̀͛ૺͬאຈါ̦̜ͤȄུΑΠ͈ບثͬନ̢ͥຈ
ါ̦̜̹̥̜̽ͣ́ͥ

(11)

ȃȁȁȁȁȁȁ

Ԇȁ໌ന͈মުठ༎଼͂ۯၑٛࠗ
໌ന͉ 1990 ාయஜྐȄ֓ၷဥȄ
๊֚ဥ͈֓ၷমުͬಔͅͺΈυ
Ȫ
ȫমުȄڠاমުȄޏ۪ڰমުȄέȜΡΫΗηϋমު͚ͬאఉاڙ
ܑު̜̹́̽ȃ1993 ා໌നኈঙ͈২ಿਖහͬࠀͅܥȄਲြ͈ఉܑاڙ
ު̥ͣࡄٳݪอ߿͈ଲٮഎ֓মުٛ২ͬ࿒ঐ̱̀Ȅาུഎ̈́মުࢹ௮͈
ठ༎൝ͬജ̹̞̱̽̀ٳȃ̷͈ړ͉Ȅ֓মުͬͺমު͂պ౾ັ̫Ȅ
֓ո͈ٸমު̞͉̾̀ͅȄۖুၛ̹͈͛اြ͈২ͬاণͅවͦ
̹ϋΩΣȜଷͬ൵ව̳̭̜̹ͥ͂̽ͅȃ֓ٸমު͈ϋΩΣȜଷ൵ව
͂২͈اίυΓΑͬۯၑٛࠗഎ̈́ণത̥ͣଢ଼̱͙̠̀͢ȃ
ˍȁ໌നϋΩΣȜଷ͈අಭ
Ȫ1ȫϋΩΣȜଷ൵ව͈ࠊ
໌ന͉ࡄٳݪอ߿࣭षܑު଼͈͒ಿ͈̹͈͛٨ܖ͂ڟ๕ैͤͬࠐא
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ၞ࿒ດ̱͂̀ࠇ̬Ȅ
ȶ95 Ƚ 00 ාಎْࠗܢȷͬै଼̱̹ȃْ̭͈͈ࠗ
࡛͈̹͛ͅȄমު͈ࣞັثحاȄ૽֥͈ഐୃاȄࠐא࡙͈ਹതഎȄ
͈२ུ͈̾ܖၞͬै଼̱̹ȃ̭͈२ུ͈̾ܖၞో଼͈̱͂̀Ȅئ
ܱ͈֚Ⴒ͈٨ͬڟঔ̱̹

(12)

ȃ

ӱ 1996 ා֓ၷဥ֓ո͈ٸমުͬచય̳͂ͥϋΩΣȜଷ͈൵ව
Ӳ 1994 ා͂ 1996 ාͅުୡ௶ΏΑΞθ͈ठ୭ࠗ
ӳ 1993 ා͂ 1996 ාۚͅ໐২֥ͬచય̱̹͂૽মଷഽ٨ڟ
Ӵ 1997 ාͅ২֥చય͈૽মଷഽ٨ڟ
1996 ා֓ͅၷဥ֓ո͈ٸমުͬచયͅϋΩΣȜଷ̦൵ව̯̹ͦ
̦Ḙ̷̞̠̏́ϋΩΣȜ͉͂Ȅြ͈২ͬاণͅවͦȄ݀যഎུͅ
২ 100ɓ͈ٛ২͂պ౾ັ̫Ȅ̜̹̥͜ඊၛٛ২͈ශ̩ե̠໐͂݅
̯̞̹ͦ̀ȃ̞ͩͥ͠২ඤ২̜̹́̽

(13)

ȃ

̴͘໌ന̤̫ͥͅϋΩΣȜଷ͈අಭͬۯၑٛࠗഎ̈́۷ത̥ͣ͂͘
͙̠͛̀͢ȃ
ϋΩΣȜ͈చય̹̈́̽ͅমު͉ȄΰσΑΉͺȪޫȄഝ̫࢜֓
ȫ
ȄͺΈυȪȄ൲Ȅবၳഞحस൝ȫ
ȄڠاȪ;τΗϋȄഭၳȄ
୪स൝ȫέȜΡΫΗηϋȪȄΫΗηϋȫ
Ȅޏ۪ڰȪڰౢȄ࿐ऺ༗
ంस൝ȫ͈ࡼ̜̹̾́̽ȃࡼ͈̾ϋΩΣȜίτΐΟϋΠͅমު৽͈א
ါ̈́ࡀࡠ̦տો̯ͦȄུ২͈ΠΛίζΥΐιϋΠͅၣ༗̯̹ͦࡀࡠ͉২
എ͂ૻུ༷ܖಎಿْ͈ࠗܢॐȄා͈ॳࠨْ͂ࠗۼઇȄ૽֥͈नဥ͂
২എ̈́౾Ȅ২എ୭ൎȆൎဏْ͈ࠗॐ̈́̓ 10 ࣜ࿒̜̹́̽

(14)

ȃ

໌ന͉ 1960 ා̥ͣমު໐ଷͬनဥ̱̞̹̀ȃ̷͈̞͉Ȅ֓
͈̥ܿͣ෩̱̹মުႀً֖̦̯̰̳ͥ͘͘ͅا́Ȅఉအࠐ̳ͥا
ڰא൲ͬاȄު̱࢘̀اၚഎͅဥ̱̠̳͈̜̹͂ͥ́̽͢͜ȃ
1961 ාͅমު໐ࠗॳଷഽ̧̦̞̹̦́̀Ȅڎমު໐̷̸͉ͦͦඊၛ̱̹
͈͉̩́̈́͜Ȅވྵ൳ఘഎ̈́ါள̦̹̥̽ޑȃ̷͈ࢃȄুၛȄুࡨۖ
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༷ࠫͬࣞ͛ͥ࢜́٨̦ةഽ̥দ͙̹ͣͦȃ̱̥̱Ȅ൳২͈মު۪͈ޏ
̈́ࠣݢ་̥ͣاȄমުࢹ௮͈आུഎ̈́٨ڟȄমުॽ͈אழ͙͈าུഎ̈́
ࡉೄ̱̦ະ̹̜̽́ࠧخȃ̭̠̱̀ϋΩΣȜଷ̦नဥ̯̹͈̜ͦ́ͥȃ
ˎȁ໌നϋΩΣȜଷ͈ۯၑٛࠗഎඅৗ
মު̜ͥ́ض଼͈אমުບ͉ثȄඊၛܑ̱̹ު́ͬ৽ڼփে̱̹ບث
ঐດȝϋΩΣȜບثঐດ͂ಎْ͈ۖࠗܢଛͬྶͅږփে̱̹ບثঐດȝ
ಎܢၞঐດ͈ 2 ུၛ̜̹̀́̽ȃϋΩΣȜບثঐດ͉Ȅͥ͛ݥ̦৽ڼ
యນഎ̈́ުୡঐດ̱͂ȄϋΩΣȜ͈ͅ৽ڼచ̳ͥୣහଛ࣐ેͬޙບ̳ث
͈ͥ́͜Ȅ̷͈;ͼΠ͉คષࣞ 30ɓȄ၌ ף30ɓȄ߄ਓ 15ɓȄഢ
߄༗ခତ 5ɓ̜́ͥȃ
ಎܢၞঐດ͉Ȅমު͈ࣞັثحͬاນ̳ঐດ̱͂Ȅಎܖْ͈ࠗܢ
ུၞଛ࣐ેͬޙບ͈̳́ͥ͜ثȄ̷͈;ͼΠ͉Ȅఅףܚതၚ
10ɓȄनॳல၌ףၚ 10ɓ̜́ͥ

(15)

ȃ

ߓఘഎ̈́ުୡບثΏΑΞθ͙͙̠ͬ̀͢ȃষ͈̠͢ͅȄඊၛ̱̹ٛ২ͅ
߃̞ࠁ́ȄఅॳࠗףȄఅۯףၑȄުୡບثΏΑΞθ̦٨ୃ̯̹ͦ

(16)

ȃ

Ȫ1ȫུΑΠ͂൚߄
ুࡨུͅచ̳ͥ൚̱͂̀ুࡨུΑΠ̦ಭਓ̯̹ͦȃ̭͉ͦ൚
߄͈̞̦ϋΩΣȜ͈৽ڼɁ໌നͅచ̳ͥల֚݅എୣහ̜̭́ͥ
͂ͬྶ̜̫̹̱ͥ́ͩͅږȃ໌നུఘ̦ͅ৽ڼ༗બ̱̞̀ͥ൚࢜
30ɓͬږ༗̳̹ͥ͛ͅȄڎϋΩΣȜ͈ুࡨུͬ٨̱Ȅুࡨུͅచ
̳ͥ൚߄̱͂̀ুࡨུΑΠ̵̯̹ͬȃ
ϋΩΣȜίτΐΟϋΠ͉ࡀࡠ͈տો͂൳শͅ২ඤ൚̹ͬ̽ષ́
ඤ໐ၣ༗ͬಇୟ̳ͥୣහ̠̭̹ͬ͂̈́̽ͅȃڎϋΩΣȜ͈ඤ໐ၣ༗Ȫॼ
ဒ၌ףȫ͉͈ܱئͤॳ̯ͦͥȃ
ඤ໐ၣ༗Ɂ୕֨ஜȆৰව߄ͅచ̳ͥ߄၌ࢱੰஜ၌ףȽৰව߄ȿঌ
24
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ಎ߄၌Ƚ୕هਫ਼ංȿ࢘୕ၚȽুࡨུȿুࡨུΑΠၚ
ল̹͉͘୕֨ஜ၌̦ף൚ͅఛ̢̞ͣͦ̈́ાࣣ́͜Ȅඤ໐ၣ༗
ͬ৾ͤ༲̱̀൚࣐̫̞ͬͩ̈́ͦ͊̈́ͣ̈́ȃ
Ȫ2ȫ΅λΛΏνέυȜαȜΑ
ৰව߄Ȅ߄ۯၑଷഽͬ٨̱Ȅष͈΅λΛΏνέυȜͬαȜᾼ
߄ۯၑ࣐̠̭̱ͬ͂͂Ȅ΅λΛΏνέυȜ͈۷ැͬྶͅږ൵ව̱̹ȃ
Ȫ3ȫུ২ဥ
̯ͣͅخෝ̈́ࡠͤඊၛٛ২̱͈͂̀ٛࠗଷഽͅ߃̫̹̿ͥ͛ͅȄུ২
ȆުྩȜΫΑ໐͈ဥ༷̦٨ୃ̯̹ͦȃުྩȜΫΑ໐
͉ࠀၳ߄ଷ̹͂̈́̽ȃΑΠͬփে̱̹মުͬא൲̹̫͛ͥͅັܥ
୕༹͈ͤ୕߄ࠗॳ̩̿ͅܖ২ඤ୕߄ଷഽ̦૧୭̯̹ͦȃ
Ȫ4ȫ;ȜΣϋΈૄࣜ
ϋΩΣȜίτΐΟϋΠ͉মުͅאచ̱̀ࠫضୣහͬ࿚̭ͩͦͥ͂ͅ
̦̈́ͥȄڎϋΩΣȜ͉൚̹̜͈ͬ̽͂ඤ໐ၣ༗Ȫॼဒ၌ףȫͬಇ
ୟ̱Ȅܑުث͈࢜ષ഼͓̩ͬͥႁ̳̫̜ͥͩ́ͥȃ̱͜Ḙ̦̠̏ͦ͘
̴ܑ̩̞̥ުثͬࡘઁ̵̯Ȅ
̞ͩͥ͠ञྩ಼ً̹̽ͅۿાࣣȄϋΩΣȜ
͉ୄॳ̯̞̠ͦͥ͂ॽழ͙ͬழ͙ࣺ̞ͭ́ͥȃ̷͈ߓఘഎ̦̈́;Ȝ
ΣϋΈૄ̜ࣜ́ͥȃ;ȜΣϋΈૄ͉ࣜ͂Ȅඤ໐ၣ༗ͬ 3 ාႲ̱̀ࡘઁ
̵̯̹ાࣣȄාۼ߄ਓ̦ 3 ාႲ̱̀ະ௷̱̹ાࣣȄಎْࠗܢ൝মު
͈ଛ࣐ͅಠ̱̞Ḻḿ̧̹̱̹ͬ͂২ಿ̦౯̱̹ાࣣȄϋΩΣȜ͈ࢵ
ͅచུ̱̀২̦൲̧̳̞̠͂ॽழ͙̜́ͥ

(17)

ȃ

ȁ
ˏȁϋΩΣȜ͈͒ޣג
ϋΩΣȜଷ̷͈͈͂́ئ૧̹̈́মުۯၑ͉ȄϋΩΣȜ͈ΠΛίζΥ
ΐιϋΠ͈̠̥̠̜̹̱͖̓̈́ͧ́͢ͅݞͬޣגȉϋΩΣȜଷ͉ΠΛί
ζΥΐιϋΠ͈փেͅఱ̧̈́ͬޣגဓ̢̹̠̜́ͥ͢ȃષܱ͈;ȜΣϋ
Έૄࣜͬழ͙ࣺ̺ͭϋΩΣȜଷ͈́ئȄ̳͓͈̀ϋΩΣȜͅඤ໐ၣ༗
25
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͈ಇୟ̦ͦͣ͛ݥȄৰව߄ջంఘৗ̥͈̹ͣͦͣ͛ݥ̩ޑ̦ݕȃ̷̭́
͉ηΛΠ̱̹ಎْ͈ࠗܢ࣐̦̩ޑփে̯ͦȄڎίτΐΟϋΠ͉ഢ
ུۯၑȄൎ͈փএࠨ͈̹͛ͅۯၑٛࠗૂ༭ͬڰဥ̧̳̠ͥ̈́̽̀͢ͅ
̹

(18)

ȃ̢̞̞̥ͦ͊ȄڎϋΩΣȜ͈ȶ૯͈ুၛȷ͈̹͈͛ϋΐϋ̦

ͅ௸ݢٝഢ̱ই̹͈̜͛́ͥȃ
ːȁϋΩΣȜଷ̥ͣ২͒ا
ȶ01 ȝ 05 ාಎْࠗܢȷ́Ȅ൳২͉֓মުͬͺমު͂պ౾ັ̫Ȅ
ଲٮഎ̈́ୋܑު̧̱͂̀า̩̭͂ͬ࡞̱̹ȃ̭͉ͦমުࢹ௮͈าུ
എ̈́ठࢹಃͬຈட͈̱̹̈́͜ͅȃ̷͉ͦȄ֓ոٸমު̥͈ͣകప̜́
ͤȄ֓ոٸমު͈ۖুၛ̹̜͈ͬ̽́ͥ͛͜ݥȃ
2001 ාոࣛȄͺΈυϋΩΣȜ͈মުȄڠاϋΩΣȜ͈;τ
ΗϋমުȄέȜΡϋΩΣȜ͈মު̦ষș͂২̹̞̱̽̀اȃͺ
মުո͈ٸϋΩΣȜ͉ۖুၛ̫̀࢜ͅاমު͈ठࢹಃ̦ঔ̯̹ͦͩ
̫̜́ͥȃ
̴͘൚ڂমުͬͺমު͂պ౾ັܑ̫ͥުࣣ͂༕ٛ২̦୭ၛ̯̹ͦȃ̭
͈ࣣͦͣ༕ٛ২͉Ȅٳުאইࢃ 5 ාࢃ͉ͅ໌ന̦༗ခ̳ͥڼࣣͬ༕
ܑު̦৾ڼං̳ͥࠀ̹̞̞̀̿ͅܖȃ໌ന͉͂̽̀ͅȄ̞ͩ
͊۱̥̈́͞കప̜́ͥȃ
ષܱո͉ͅٸȄުאોള͈ࠁ́মުͬၗ̱̞̹̀̽ȃ̭̠̱̀֓
ٸমު͉ £ ۖুၛ ا¤ ͈ഷͬૺ̞̹ͭ́̽ȃ̷͉̯ͦ͘ͅͺমުͅࠐ
א఼࡙ͬȆਬಎ̳ͥমުࢹ௮͈ठࢹಃ͈۪̜֚́ͥȃ২ࠁ̠̞͂ا
͈́মުࢹ௮͈ठࢹಃ͉ͅȄఉ̩͈ࣾඳฺ̠̦ͬȄ໌ന͉ࡠ̹ͣͦশ
ۼඤ࡛̱̞̹̀̽ͅȃ̷ͦͬخෝ̱̹̈́ͣ͛ါ֦͈̦֚̾ȄϋΩΣȜ
ଷ൵වͥ͢ͅুၛ͈اίυΓΑ̦̜̹̥̺̞̞̽ͣ͂ͩͦ̀ͥ

(19)

ȃϋ

ΩΣȜଷ͈͈́ئȄ݀যഎ̈́ඊၛٛ২ͥ͢ͅ၌ۯףၑȄࠐۯאၑ͈ॽழ͙
̦Ȅ̷͈ࢃ͈২ۖͥ͢ͅاুၛ͈ܖயͬಃ̞̞̹̀͂এͩͦͥȃ
26
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Ƀ̤ͩͤͅɄ
2005 ාͅවུͥ͂ࠐफ͉ٝ໘ً͈ͅව̹̞̞̽͂ͩͦ̀ͥȃ̭̠
̱̹ζ·υࠐफ͈൲̧̢̞͈͉ͬ̀ͥ͜Ȅζ·υࠐफͬࢹ଼̱̞̀ͥη
·υ͈͈ުܑڎ൲̜࢜́ͥȃ̧̞͈͓̹́̀͘͘ઐئഩ໌͂ܕന͈൲
̧͉Ḙ̏ͦͣη·υ͈൲̧͈֚႕̜́ͥȃমުठࢹಃً͈́ࡉ̹ͣͦম
ު໐ଷ̥ͣϋΩΣȜଷȄ২͈ا൲̧͉Ȅழ͉ၞͅਲ̠̭͂ͬબྶ
̱̞̀ͥȃ̷͈ಎ́Ȅၞ͈ߓఘͅا൚̹̽̀ۯၑ͉ٛࠗఱ̧̈́ضͬڬ
̧̹̱̹̀ȃၞ̷͈༷͈࢜͂ో଼ഽࣣ̞ͬخণ̱اȄުୡບॽ͈ثழ
͙̱ͬ̀૽ș͈κΙαȜΏοϋͬࣞ͛Ȅழ͈ڰႁ̩̞̱ͬ̀اޑષ
́Ȅۯၑ̧͈͓̳̹ٛࠗض̳̳͉͘͘ڬਹါ̞̩͈̈́̽̀͂͜ͅএͩͦ
ͥȃ
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Relationship between Organizational
Responses to Nonwork and the
Three Dimensions of Organizational
Commitment
Satsuki Ota*
Satoshi Kinoshita**
Shinsaku Matsumoto***
ABSTRACT
This study aimed to examine the relationship between organizational
commitment and two types of organizational responses to nonwork based
on Kirchmeyer's study (1995). It also examined influence from individual
attributes to the relationship. The result of a survey of 1348 employees
from five Japanese firms showed that two response types were differently
related to three dimension of organizational commitment. A type of response
providing flexibility and consideration for employees' nonwork domains was
suggested to be effective to enhance affective and normative commitment.
Unlike the result of Kirchmeyer's study (1995), protective support assuming
responsibility for employees' nonwork lives was found to have somewhat
strong correlation with affective commitment. Parental status and
occupational category did not affect the relationship. Implications of the study
are discussed.

INTRODUCTION
Organizational commitment has been attracting researchers and management practitioners, because it is argued to be related to favorable outcomes for
*Tokyo Fuji University
**Institute of Asia-Pacific Studies Waseda UniversityȪThe second author passed
away on September 3, 2003.ȫ
***The Japan Institute for Labor Policy and Training
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organizations, such as higher performance and productivity, and lower absenteeism and tardiness (Bateman & Strasser, 1984; Morris & Sherman, 1981).
Although numerous studies have been conducted to identify its antecedents,
most of them have been limited to personal factors and work-related characteristics, and far less attention has been paid to the nonwork domain (Romzek,
1989). With the growing importance of the nonwork domain for working
people in developed countries such as U.S., Germany, and Japan (Misumi &
Yamori, 1993), employer's support for employees' nonwork participation might
be a significant antecedent of organizational commitment.
Empirical studies examining organizational responses to employees'
nonwork participation have focused mostly on childcare support and flextime.
Some studies have found a favorable relationship between such responses and
work attitudes (Pierce & Newstrom, 1983; Youngblood & Chambers, 1984),
while others found no clear relationship (Christensen & Stains, 1990; Miller,
1984). Therefore the results of existing studies are inconsistent regarding potential outcomes of organizational responses to the nonwork domain.

Two types of organizational response to nonwork
Kirchmeyer (1995) pointed out the theoretical shortcomings of empirical
investigation in this area, and argued that a conceptual framework rather than
examining individual practices was important for the literature. Using a framework based on works by Kanter (1977) and Hall & Richter (1988), she made
an empirical study of the effect of organizational responses to the nonwork domain on organizational commitment. In her study, nonwork friendly responses
were classified into two categories according to the orientation towards the
employer-worker relationship. They were termed integration and respect.
In the case of integration, organizations regard employees' nonwork do30
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main as the employers' responsibility. Examples of this type of response are
company-sponsored recreation centers, childcare, financial and legal services
in addition to marriage and other kinds of personal counseling. Kirchmeyer
(1995) explained that the employee is a dependent party passively receiving
the protection and benefits from the powerful employer.
The respect response refers to "the employer acknowledging and valuing
nonwork participation of workers, and committing to support it", but rather
than "taking over employees' nonwork responsibilities, they provide employees with the personal resources to fulfill such responsibilities by themselves"
(Kirchmeyer, 1995, p.517). Examples are flextime, alternative work arrangements and policies that discourage work-related travel on weekends. In
the case of the respect type of response, a mutual relationship exists where
employees are considered capable of self-determination, and both parties are
equally dependent on one another. Compared to the integration response, respect was explained as less paternalistic, in that employees are independent of
rather than dependent on the employer.
Using a sample of Canadian managers from wide range of public and
private organizations, Kirchmeyer (1995) examined the effects of these organizational responses on organizational commitment using regression analysis,
and found that only the respect response had a significant positive relationship
with organizational commitment. This result suggests that a highly paternalistic type of organizational response is less effective in enhancing organizational
commitment than the type of response where employees cope with nonwork
requirements by themselves. In a similar study of school district employees,
Cohen (1997) found an almost identical result. However, because these studies used only specific types of participants, the generalizability of these findings remains dubious.
31
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Kirchmeyer (1995) pointed out that the distribution of her sample was
skewed towards the respect response, with only a minority of the participants
perceiving the integration response as typical. Cohen (1997) also stated that
the respect response was more common in his sample than the integration response. Therefore, it seems worthwhile to examine the effectiveness of these
two types of organizational response to nonwork in a different socio-cultural
context where organizations demonstrate a greater preference for utilizing an
integration response to nonwork life.
The purpose of this study was to examine the relationship between these
two types of organizational responses to nonwork and organizational commitment. It also examined how individual attributes influence this relationship. A
multidimensional concept of organizational commitment was employed in this
study to explore how organizational responses were related to commitment.
The two types of organizational response to nonwork may be differently related to each dimension of commitment, and if such differences exist, they may
be helpful in understanding the nature of organizational responses to nonwork.
This study sought to contribute to the literature by providing more detailed
empirical evidence as well as examining the generalizability of the conceptual
framework. The multidimensional approach to organizational commitment
may be especially helpful for strategic management planning, because it may
indicate the potential outcome of each dimension. Although all three dimensions were found to have a relationship with employee retention, they were
related differently to outcomes, such as job performance, organizational citizenship behavior, and other reactions to work (Meyer & Allen, 1997).

Corporate welfare in Japanese firms
Japanese firms, at least large ones, have typically provided a wide range
32
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of nonwork services such as housing, education, loans, sports activities, family assistance, and use of social facilities (Dore, 1973; Lincoln and Kalleberg,
1990). This paternalistic support for employees has been regarded as a defining characteristic of Japanese employment practices, and the levels of corporate welfare were found to be far greater than U.S. firms (Lincoln and Kalleberg, 1990).
This extensive nonwork support seems consistent with Kirchmeyer's
(1995) integration-type of organizational response to nonwork life. According
to Kirchmeyer (1995), extreme examples of the integration response were
seen in early American corporations where workplaces became "total institutions" in the form of company towns providing for worker's family, community,
and recreation needs. Such extreme examples seem similar to the welfare
services provided by Japanese firms. This similarity was also found in Lincoln
and Kalleberg's (1990) description of Japanese corporate welfare as a strategy
"to integrate the employee's family within the firm". In this study, therefore,
we defined such paternalistic corporate welfare as integration.
Japanese firms do not exclusively employ the integration approach to
employees' nonwork life. The values and lifestyle of working people have
become more individualistic and diversified than ever before in Japan. People
want more freedom of choice. In response to such changes, firms provide employees with a range of services which employees are free to utilize depending on their individual needs. Flextime is one example of such new practices.
Firms provide other forms of support for employees nonwork lives to enable
them to cope with nonwork requirements for themselves. We define this type
of response as respect.
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Hypotheses
Meyer's (1991) three-dimensional model of organizational commitment
characterizes how employees are linked to organizations. Affective commitment refers to the employees' attachment to the organization. Continuance
commitment refers to an awareness of the costs associated with leaving the
organization. Normative commitment refers to perceived obligation to remain
with an organization.
There are numerous studies examining the relationship between affective commitment and its hypothesized antecedents, with rewarding and
fulfilling work experiences that enhance employees' perception of self-worth
being found to have the strongest and the most consistent correlation. Of several personal characteristics, perceived competence was reported to have the
strongest link with affective commitment (Mathieu and Zajac, 1990).
Compared with the affective dimension, there has been far less empirical
examination of continuance commitment. Conceptually, it develops as a result
of any action or event that increases the costs of leaving the organization. Perceived cost such as retirement money, status, and job security that employees
might forfeit by leaving their organizations were positively correlated with
continuance commitment (Whitener & Walz, 1993).
Although antecedents of normative commitment have been identified
theoretically rather than empirically, early socialization is thought to develop
this dimension of commitment. It is also assumed that the investments organizations make in the employee provide a basis for the development of normative
commitment. Empirically, work experiences that predict affective commitment
and that are particularly associated with supportiveness, have also been found
to be related to normative commitment, albeit less strongly (Meyer & Allen,
1997).
34
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The integration response is assumed to enhance the employee's perception of self-worth, because they might recognize that they are supported or
protected by the organization because of their value to their employer. The
respect response is based on a type of support that provides resources for employees to enable them to manage the work-nonwork interface so as to enrich
their daily work experience, and make it more fulfilling. Hence, the following
hypothesis was drawn.

Hypothesis 1a. Affective commitment will be positively related to integration and respect responses.

Kirchmeyer (1995) did not provide any reason for her finding that affective organizational commitment was more closely related to respect than was
integration. In this study, we tried to find some explanation for this difference.
Of the two types of response, respect is supposed to effect daily work experiences, while integration is not directly related to them. Respect is also supposed to be related to perceived competence, because individuals who experience enhancement of capacity to meet work demands as the result of this type
of response may perceive their own contribution to the organization. Integration, however, will not be related to personal competence, because employees are assumed to be the passive recipients of protection and benefits from
employers. Therefore, respect rather than integration may be related to work
experience and personal competence that are reported to have the strongest
and most consistent correlation with affective commitment. This assumption
leads to the following hypothesis:

Hypothesis 1a'. Affective commitment will be more strongly related to
35
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the respect response than to the integration response.

The integration response includes costly services and facilities. Largesized organizations usually provide employees with more extensive and
expensive welfare services than small ones. Because it is difficult to move
from large organization to another in Japan, it is assumed that the integration
response is perceived as imposing a large cost on employees if they leave
their employer. The respect response, on the other hand, may not be related
to continuance commitment. This is because continuance commitment is not
directly related to daily work experiences that are assumed to be enhanced by
the respect type of response.

Hypothesis 1b. Continuance commitment will be positively related to
the integration response, but will not have a significant relationship with the
respect response.

The integration response is assumed to be perceived as the organization's investment in its employee. Investments for which it is difficult for the
employee to reciprocate are thought to develop normative commitment (Meyer
& Allen, 1991). The integration response involves costly support, and may be
perceived as investments for which employees have little possibility to reciprocate. Previous study results have shown that work experiences are positively correlated with normative commitment, so the respect response that is
assumed to influence daily work experience may also have some relation with
normative commitment. Hence, the following hypothesis was proposed.

Hypothesis 1c. Normative commitment will be positively related to the
36
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integration and respect responses.

Employees with children usually have more responsibilities for nonwork
domain than employees without children. Therefore parents are supposed to
have a greater need for the integration type of response in the form of nonwork services such as housing and family care than non-parents. The respect
response may also help parents to cope with nonwork demands. Therefore,
parents may be sensitive to both types of responses, and the loss of such responses may make the cost of leaving the organization greater for parents than
non-parents. Parents' sensitivity to these responses may make them conscious
of organization's investment in them, and as a result they may feel an obligation to reciprocate. Consequently, the degree to which the integration and respect types of response enhance continuance and normative commitment may
be greater in the case of employees with children than non-parents.

Hypothesis 2a. The relationship between continuance commitment and
organizational responses to nonwork (integration / respect) will be stronger for
parents than non-parents.

Hypothesis 2b. The relationship between normative commitment and
organizational responses to nonwork (integration / respect) will be stronger for
parents than non-parents.

Previous research generally suggested that employees' affective commitment was more strongly influenced by their perception of the organization's
fairness than by whether they got what they wanted (Meyer & Allen, 1997).
This suggestion leads to the expectation that organizational responses to
37
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nonwork will be perceived as fair treatment by employees, and will enhance
affective commitment of both parents and non-parents. This proposition is assumed to apply to both the integration and the respect responses, in so far as
both can be perceived as fair treatment.

Hypothesis 2c. Organizational responses to the nonwork domain (integration / respect) are related to affective commitment regardless of parental
status.

In Japan, firms recruit human resources mainly as new school graduates.
They do not usually specify job categories at the time of recruitment, but develop employees' occupational or job skills after hiring. Education and training
programs, and job rotation are usually designed to develop broad and general
skills applicable anywhere in the organization. This tendency is particularly
strong for non-professional employees. One empirical study has suggested
that job rotation was designed to develop broad general job skills for non-professional staff, but specialized skill and knowledge for professional or engineering white-collar at least in early career stage in Japan (Japan Institute of Labor,
2000).
Employees who have developed general skills and knowledge confined
to a specific organization are supposed to become passive and dependent on
their employer. However, workers trained for a profession rather than for an
employer are supposed to become independent of their employer, because
their skills are transferable to other organizations. Therefore, the relationship
between employers and employees is assumed to be more equal for professional or engineering staff than for other types of occupations.
Integration is a type of response where the employee is dependent on
38
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a powerful employer. Therefore, the relation between non-professional employees and their employer may be regarded as consistent with the employeremployee relationship under integration. Respect, however, is a type of
response where the employee is independent of, and equal to the employer.
Such a relationship between the employee and the employer seems consistent
with that between professional employees and their employer. Thus, the type
of response which is related to organizational commitment is assumed to vary
depending on the occupational type of the recipient. The type of response consistent with the recipients' occupational status is assumed to be more strongly
related to their organizational commitment than the response which is inconsistent.

Hypothesis 3a. The relationship between organizational commitment (affective / normative) and the respect response will be stronger for professional
or engineering employees than other types of employees.

Hypothesis 3b. The relationship between organizational commitment (affective / continuance / normative) and the integration response will be stronger
for non-professional employees than professional or engineering employees.

METHOD
Participants and procedure
The data used in this study were obtained from a larger survey broadly
examining the work situation and attitudes of people working in various types
of organizations in Japan. The original survey was conducted through the personnel divisions of the participating organizations. The research group distrib39
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uted 2800 self-administered questionnaires with a covering letter from each
firm's management or personnel division requesting cooperation in the survey,
and a high response rate of 91.7ɓ was obtained. The completed questionnaires were either returned directly to the researchers in the pre-paid envelopes, or were returned via the personnel division in sealed envelopes.
Because some of the hypotheses were based on Japanese employment
practices which have been traditionally applied to male employees belonging
to large enterprises, we chose firms with more than 1,000 employees and extracted male respondents from them. A sample of 1,348 individuals was drawn
from five firms ranging in size from 2,333 to 44,182 employees. Four firms
were manufacturers, and one was a finance company.
The occupational distribution of the respondents was clerical or administrative staff (15.1ɓ), technical and engineering (30.5ɓ), professional specialist
(1.3ɓ), sales staff (23.8ɓ), and blue color (29.3ɓ). Participants' age ranged
from 19 to 59, and average was 36.7 years old (SD=8.60). 68.2ɓ were married, and 59.9ɓ had at least one child. The professional specialist and technical and engineering categories were treated as professional employees.

Measures
Organizational commitment.

The three dimensions of organizational

commitment were measured. Based on Allen and Meyer's (1990) scale, question items representing the three dimensions were drawn up in Japanese. The
items measuring affective commitment were designed to express personal attachment and strong identification with the organization such as "I feel I am a
part of this company." The items for continuance commitment were designed
to describe the anxiety and subjective cost of leaving the organization. A
sample item is "I shall feel uneasy if I leave this company." The items for nor40
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mative commitment were designed to represent loyalty and obligation to the
organization such as "I feel so much obligation to the members of this company
that I won't leave." Each dimension was represented by three items which
were scored on a 5-point Likert scale with higher scores indicating higher
levels of commitment. The Cronback'sϷs of .83, .85, and .82 attained in this
study are somewhat higher than the results .86, .82, and .73 obtained by Allen
and Meyer's (1990) original three 8-item scales.

Organizational response to nonwork.

Degree of practices to support

employees' nonwork participation was employed as the organizational response
variable. Perceptions rather than objective indicators were used because
perceptions was assumed to determine human behavior or attitude directly
whereas the influence of objective environmental conditions was assumed to
operate indirectly through perceptions.
As a measure of the integration type of response, one item "this organization is well-equipped with welfare facilities and services" was used. The
practices employed by the five participating firms were financial support programs like nest-egg savings, and pension insurance. They also provided residential support like company-owned housing, and funds for home-buying. Recreational support included access to resort accommodation, sports facilities,
and various club activities. These services are all typical welfare programs for
employees in Japan. A 5-point scale ranging from disagree to agree was used.
Four items were used to measure the respect type of response relating
to organization and workplace. The items are (1) "is considering so that employees can cope with both work and nonwork domains", (2) "avoids business
travel and meeting on evenings and weekends", (3) "cares about employee's
family and private life", and (4) "is flexible about employee's work schedules".
Again, respondents selected from a 5-point scale with higher scores indicating
41
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higher levels of agreement. A Cronback's Ϸ of .72 was obtained for respect.

Control variables.

Personal characteristics of age, parental status,

and occupation were used as control variables. Age was measured by years,
and parental status and occupational type were dichotomous variables coded as
0 = non-professional, 1 = professional for occupation, and 0 = has no child, 1
= has at least one child for parental status. Professionals and engineers were
classified as professional, and other types of occupation were classified as nonprofessional.
As work-related control variables, satisfaction with the job itself (six
items), with the supervisor (four items), with coworkers (three items), and
with pay and promotion (four items) were employed, because previous studies
reported that they were correlated with attitudinal and calculative organizational commitment, such as affective and continuance commitment (Mathieu
and Zajac, 1990). Sample items for each of these control variables are "I have
a sense of achievement in the job that I am doing now" for satisfaction with job
itself; "my supervisor values my job and trusts me" for satisfaction with supervisor; "I have good relationships with people at my workplace" for satisfaction
with coworkers; and "pay and promotion are decided fairly and objectively" for
satisfaction with pay and promotion. Respondents answered using a 5-point
Likert scale with higher scores indicating higher satisfaction. Cronback Ϸs of
.83, .88, .85, and .85 respectively were obtained.

Analysis
The research hypotheses were assessed by hierarchical multiple regression analysis. The three dimensions of organizational commitment were
regressed on the control and organizational response variables, and the interaction effects of the responses and two personal characteristics. Each regres42
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sion was conducted as follows. In the first step, the personal control variables
(age, sex, parental status, and occupation) were entered. In the second step,
the four work-related control variables (satisfaction with job itself, the supervisor, the coworkers, and pay and promotion) were entered. After controlling for
these effects, organizational response variables were entered in the third step.
In the final two steps, interaction effects with either of the response variables
were entered. Interactions of responses and parental status were entered in
the fourth step, and interaction of responses and occupation were entered in
the fifth step. Following to Cronbach (1987), the deviation scores were entered
into the equations instead of the raw scale scores to avoid multicollinearity.

RESULTS
Relationship between organizational responses to nonwork and organizational
commitment
The descriptive statistics, internal consistency reliabilities, and intercorrelations among the variables are shown in Table 1. The means for respect
and integration were 2.65 and 3.07 respectively. The distribution of the respondents was concentrated around rather higher levels for integration, rather
lower levels for respect.
The two types of organizational responses had significantly positive correlation with all three dimensions of organizational commitment. Affective
commitment was correlated somewhat more strongly with respect (r = .35 at p
< .001) than with integration (r = .28 at p < .001). Likewise, normative commitment had also a stronger correlation with respect (r = .36 at p < .001) than
with integration (r = .25 at p < .001). Continuance commitment had identical
correlation with both response types, with correlation coefficients of .19 (p <
43
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.001).
The results of the regression analysis are shown in Table 2. As for affective dimension, at step 1, personal variables explained 5ɓ of the variance
in this dimension. It showed that older people were more attached to their
organizations than younger people. Professional employees were found to be
less affectively committed to the organization. At step 2, satisfaction variables
explained a further 30ɓ of the variance. The more satisfied individuals were
with their job, coworkers, and compensation systems, the more they were affectively committed to the organization. The amount of variance explained by
these work-related variables was the biggest, which is consistent with the vast
majority of earlier studies.
With the entrance of organizational response variables in step 3, another
1ɓ of variance was added to the equation. It was statistically significant (ϚF
(2, 1240) = 11.89, p = .000). The standardized multiple regression coefficients
of respect and integration were .07 (p = .013) and .09 (p = .000) respectively,
which reveals that the two types of responses had almost the same amount of
relationship with affective commitment. Because both integration and respect
were found to be positively related to affective commitment, hypothesis 1a was
supported. However, as the two responses were related to almost the same
degree, hypothesis 1a' was not supported.
As for continuance commitment, personal variables entered at the first
step explained 5ɓ. Older employees and employees with children perceived
higher costs to leave the organization. After the work-related variables explained another 5ɓ variance, the response variables entered at step 3 explained further 2ɓ of variance. It was also statistically significant, ϚF (2,
1241) =13.64, p = .000. Of the two response variables, only integration significantly explained continuance commitment. Of all the predictors, the inte45
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gration was found to be most strongly related to continuance commitment (ϸ=
.13, p = .000). Because integration but not respect was positively related to
continuance commitment, hypothesis 1b was supported.
As for the normative dimension, the personal variables entered at the
first step explained 1ɓ with the only significant effect being sex. At step 2,
work-related variables add 18ɓ of explained variance. As with the affective
dimension, the more challenging the job, the better the relationship with coworkers, and the fairer the compensation system, the more individuals felt
normatively committed to the organization. The response variables entered in
the third step made an incremental contribution to the equation (ϚR2 = .04, F
(2, 1239) = 31.08, p = .000). The ϸ for respect was .19 (p = .000), showing
the greatest contribution of all the independent variables. The ϸ for integration was .08 (p = .004), indicating a significant relationship. Therefore, hypothesis 1c, which predicted a positive relationship between the two responses
and normative commitment, was supported.

Interaction effects of organizational responses and personal factors
The interaction products were entered into the equations at the last
two steps. The cross-products of parental status and organizational response
entered at step 4 did not add to explained variance significantly for any of the
three dimensions of organizational commitment. Thus, the results did not support hypotheses 2a and 2b. Hypothesis 2c that predicted no effect from parental status, was supported.
At step 5, interactions of occupation and response variables were entered
into the equation. They did not add to explained variance significantly for any
of the three dimensions of commitment, showing that hypotheses 3a and 3b
were not supported.
47
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DISCUSSION
The result of this study showed that both types of responses had a positive relation with all three dimensions of organizational commitment. As
expected, after controlling for the effects of other variables, both integration
and respect had a significant positive relationship with affective and normative
commitment, but only integration was significantly related to continuance commitment
As for comparative relatedness of the two response types to affective
commitment, we hypothesized that respect was more closely related than
integration. This research result, however, showed that integration was also
considerably related to affective commitment. This finding was not necessarily
consistent with the results of Kirchmeyer's (1995) study, where only respect
was found to be related to affective organizational commitment. The reason
may be related to differences in culture and employment practices between
Japan and North America.
In individualistic western culture, it is usually not acceptable to poke
one's nose into an individual's private affairs. In such a culture, an integration response, where employers are involved more directly in the individuals' nonwork life, might not be as effective as the respect response, where an
individual's privacy is more encouraged and respected. In the North American
labor market, the employment contract is limited engagement, where there
is market-based exchange between employees and employers. Given such
employment practices, the integration response, which suggests powerful
employers and protected employees, might be less effective than the respect
type, which suggests mutuality in labor relations. In the collectivistic Japanese
48
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culture and in the Japanese labor market where life-long employment practices
exist at least in large-sized firms, integration might be expected to be more
influential than in North America.
Integration was not the only response that related to organizational commitment in this study. The respect type of response, however, had a considerable relationship with commitment except for the continuance dimension,
and in this study, the relationship with normative commitment was found to
be especially strong. The results seem to suggest that the respect response
is effective for enhancing commitment generally regardless of differences in
cultural or employment practices, although cultural difference were found to
influence its strength.
Parents were assumed to be more vulnerable to the effects of organizational responses to nonwork than non-parents, and to have greater continuance
and normative commitment when they perceived higher levels of response.
But this hypothesis was not supported. A possible explanation is that organizational responses to nonwork were not only important for parents but also for
non-parents at least for the response items in this study. Even non-parents
might have regarded the responses as the cost associated with leaving the
organization. Grover and Crooker (1995) found that workers had enhanced
commitment to employers that offer family-friendly policies, regardless of the
extent to which they personally benefit from those policies. They provided
some potential explanations for this result, and one was that social information
processing might have influenced the commitment of the overall population.
That is, employees who received the benefits might have a positive reaction,
which they in turn share with their coworkers. This explanation could be applied to the results of this study. Through socialization experiences, which are
presumed to be an important antecedent of normative commitment, even non49
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parents might have shared a feeling of obligation to remain.
As expected, higher affective commitment was associated with higher
responses regardless of parental status. Meyer & Allen (1997) pointed out that
researches to date have generally suggested that affective commitment was
more closely related to perceptions of fair treatment than to satisfaction with
personal outcomes. Consistent with these previous findings, organizational response to nonwork could be perceived as fair reward for employees and might
have been related to attachment to the organization even for non-parents.
The hypothesis that types of responses related to organizational commitment varied depending on occupation was not supported either. One of
the possible reasons may be that professionals accounted for only 1.3ɓ of the
respondents. The category, 'professional or engineering employees', consisted
almost entirely of engineers (96ɓ). Professionals but not engineers could
have a mutual or equal relationship with their employers. Any other possible
reason is that many professionals in Japan are organization-specific professionals, not universal specialists who can move across organizations. Higuchi (1998)
stated that there is no external labor market in Japan even for professional
workers. If so, professional and engineering employees would not have a more
equal relationship with their employers than non-professionals.

Implications
Organizational responses to nonwork were found to have incremental
explanatory power for organizational commitment over and above work-related
factors that had previously been known as important antecedents. This suggests that the organization's support for employees' nonwork participation
should be considered to enhance employees' commitment. This study showed
how the different dimensions of organizational commitment were related to
50
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different types of organizational responses to nonwork. These findings will
contribute to the construction of a framework for research in this area.
Unlike the results of Kirchmeyer's study (1995), the integration response
was found to have a significant relationship with organizational commitment
after the effects of other variables were controlled. This was thought to be
caused by the influence of culture and employment practices in Japan. We also
found that the respect type had considerable relationship with commitment except for the continuance dimension. This result seems to suggest that a type
of response providing flexibility and consideration for the employees' nonwork
participation is universally effective in enhancing employee's attachment and
loyalty to the organization regardless of differences in culture and employment
practices, even though the strength of the effect varies depending on the workplace context.
Employees with strong affective commitment are suggested to be more
valuable employees than those with weak commitment, because affective commitment has been reported to have a positive relation with favorable outcomes
for the organization such as performance and citizenship behavior (Meyer &
Allen, 1997). Similar effects are reported for normative commitment (Meyer
& Allen, 1997). Thus, the organization's consideration for employees' nonwork
life might lead to favorable outcomes not only for working individuals but also
for the organization itself.
Employees with strong continuance commitment, however, are less
likely to make positive contributions to the organization, as they might be
poorer performers, engage in fewer citizenship behaviors and exhibit more
dysfunctional behaviors than those with weak continuance commitment (Meyer
& Allen, 1997). Therefore, the evidence about whether the integration response had sizable correlation with continuance commitment is disconcerting.
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However, it should not be concluded that the organization should abolish the
integration response, because it also has considerable positive correlation with
affective commitment. In the light of its positive relation with respect, these
two types of responses might be effective when firms employ them together.
The result of this study showed that individual attributes had no significant effect on the relationship between organizational responses and organizational commitment. This may mean that the organizations' nonwork support
will cover wide range of effectiveness regardless of individual difference.

Limitations and future research
This research design was cross-sectional, and could not show causal
relationships. People who were committed to the organization might have
perceived more support from the organization for their nonwork life than ones
who were not. Another limitation was that only five organizations participated
in this study, and the extent to which the findings can be generalized remains
unknown.
We defined corporate welfare as the integration response in this study,
because of the similarity between the wide range of services and facilities
usually provided for employees and their families and Kirchmeyer's (1995)
terminology. Indeed, the firms which participated in this study had services
or programs that seemed to correspond to the integration response. Although
many of welfare services in Japanese firms are surely integrating employee's
nonwork life in their affairs (Dore, 1973; Lincoln and Kalleberg, 1990), singleitem measure is not ideal admittedly. However, the intent of this study was
mainly exploratory to construct a framework for examining the effectiveness
of organizational responses to nonwork. Future studies will need to develop
reliable instruments to measure integration as well as respect containing broad
52
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programs and services for employee's nonwork life. Recently, employee demands for such corporate welfare have become diversified as a result of the
diversification of workers themselves and their sense of values. Given this
rapid transition and diversification in nonwork demands, it will be necessary to
confirm the conceptual validity itself by incorporating a variety of services and
programs. Also, there could be response types other than respect and integration.
The subjective perception of organizational responses instead of objective indicators of nonwork support was employed in this study because perception but not actual environmental condition was assumed to influence people's
attitudes directly. However, objective measures such as actual implementation
of these practices, and allocation of finance to these practices might be fruitful
for constructing a framework. If a dynamic framework including objective indicators together with employees' perception can be developed, it will provide
a basis for understanding and implementing organizational responses to nonwork.
The results showed that parental status and occupational categories did
not influence the relationship between organizational response to nonwork and
organizational commitment. There might be other factors influencing it. Ota
(2000) pointed out that personal factors like personality and perceived relationship between work-nonwork might influence such multiple role outcomes as
well-being and work attitudes. People with high self-efficacy or positive attitudes toward work-nonwork participation may be vulnerable to the respect
type of response, whereas people with low self-efficacy or passive attitudes
may be vulnerable to the integration response.
In future, it will be important not only to establish appropriate scales to
indicate the conceptualization of organizational responses, but also to examine
53
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the data for different types of industries, and occupational categories with different employment practices.
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